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"I promised you four years ago
rd never fie to you, so I can't
stand here tonight and say it

1 give Vou my sacred trust that

do my utmost to justify youf
j
Ronald Reagan.
(quoted by the Wall Street
Journal, Wed., Nov. 5. 1980) "
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-- Jimmy

(quoted by the Akron Beacon
Journal, Wed., Nov. 5. 1980)
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of BSA Manifesto

Re-Evaluati- on

Little Progress in Over a Decade
'

-

',

nt

.

organizations did not have t6 elicit
the attendance of Black students
in order to serve their functions. It
was further implied that the BSA
should take , responsibility for
many of the functions which have
traditionally been sponsored by
Black Forum. Once again, it was
on the part of
the
the Black Community which
halted efforts to infringe upon the
rights and responsibilities of the

and Campus Council, the

president of SGA, the members of
Relations
the Trustee-Studen- f
Board and to- - each department
chairperson with 'CT notice to
circulate it to the faculty.
A forum will be held Tuesday at
7'pm in the Lowry pit for
discussion of this . statement.
.' Everyone, faculty, students, and
administrators, are invited to
'
attend!

non-acceptan-

1

--

-

chairperson of SAB implied that
unless Black Forum could begin to
elicit greater attendance of white
students at its activities, the
committee would not be serving its
function. It was also implied by the
SAB : chairperson that. white

.

Vice-Preside-

the general situation of iriinority
students on this campus.
In 1969, the Black Students

to

Forum .could sponsor a Association issued a ; "Black
Homecoming Dance, the Students' Manifesto" which called

Wednesday to' the
of
the
Affairs, the Dean of
Staff, the Office of
Admissions,: : the ' Black Alumni
Council, the chairpeople of SAB

submitted
President,
Academic
Students';

'

a
circumstances surrounding
dispute over whether or not Black

--

.

ce

re-evaluat- ion

;

proposed to - remove the

re-evaluati-

of selecting the
chairperson of the Black Forum
committee .from ,the . Black
Students Association and place it
upon the Selection committee of
the SAB. A part of the rationale for
Ihis action was the lack of clarity in
the 'minds of members of SAB as
to the difference in the purposes of
Black Forum and the. Black
.Students' Association (BSA). The
immediate reaction of the. Black
student community slowed this
' action rather quickly. In order to
' halt the effort completely, the
major Black organizations dn
campus 'felt compelled f to :put
together- - a. resolution . which
' defined the separate purposes of
the organizations, to thereby show
the necessity of coexistence. This
action appeared to have solved the
responsibility

non-whit-

--

Lifestyle of Navajo Infected
By Invading Anglo Culture
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their
journey," he' said". Having
however; he left, having become
"transferred
to ;Wooster - from
approach
taken
with
the
disgusted
".Colgate"
two years because
after
by other missionaries something,
felt it was "time to get some girls
- "
he
accuhurationr
calls
which Raitt
into, the classroom, Dean
Acculturation 1s the attempt to
participated in the Washington
modify the ways of a primitive
Semester program during his
culture by contact with a more
second semester here. It was there
advanced culture, Raitt explained.
hooked on
became
Examining the Navajo's efforts to Jhat . he '
politics,"
said.
he
.v
resist a cultural change and hold
Wooster'and ran
to
Hereturned
the
was
own
roots
on to their -for class president, meeting with a
Wooster students primary study.
decisive-- , loss, he said, which
with
the
Such resistance. along
prompted him to decide that he
;,
acceptance of some Anglo-way- s
wanted an "appointive office and
has resulted in a fragmented
not ; an. elective oncV Upon
culture for the Navajos students
graduation, he asked his father's
y"
said.
.
help in getting a job in Washington.
, - The" Wavajos . do vnt, have
His , father arranged for an
running water. They participate in , interview with a congressman,
tribal rituals likeixw wows and
whom Dean said was , "dead
Vr : conf on p. 6
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beginning of this quarter (Fall
1980) there was another disturbing
incident between. Black Forum
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Dean's Ties to Washington
Prbvi2 Solid from the Start

.

problem. However, atythe
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Black Community here on
campus. This time the matter was
JOHN DEAN'S relaxed, casual style of delivery last Thursday
placed in the hands of the Dean of
by Rodger
evening was the mark of a polished poGticiaa. Photo
is
it
Students' Office where
'
'
"'
Pelagaia.
"
currently being resolved.
,.:
While this particular incident is 1970. ; .'
presently being resolved, we feet - , In order- - to achieve the "first
of faculty
that the double standards and lack point, the
of interest in Black programs departments to root out all racism
e
displayed by these incidents are "and discrimination' against
people and ideas, two
There was nothing new about drunk" when Dean arrived for the
indicative - of a' much broader
problem; the problem of racist suggestions were offered. First, all Watergate. It's happened before. appointrnent. 1 decided then that I
You just got caught.' Such are the didn't want to' work for him, I
attitudes--an- d
policies, which is departments were to make an
prevalent on campus. As Black extensive effort to hire at least one comments of 'the Nixon wanted to run against him," Dean
"
:
students, at The College of Black' faculty member; and ' apologists, but the fact that former
He finished law school and in
Wooster, we, therefore, feel that it second, all social science and abuses did occur does not make
com on p.
Watergate right, said John Dean 1968 was' offered a job with the
is necessary at this time to address
last Thursday - night "In prior Nixon campaign, leading to his .
presidencies, this kind of activity appointment as associate deputy
was the exception to the rule," he attorney general and later as
said, "whereas in Nixon's Presidential Council, he said
"It was a lot of luck," Dean said,
administration it v&s the rule.",
"erf being the right man in
audience
a
capacity
natter
Speaking
a
to
.
'
help th group set up a study-by Robin Wison
place with the right
right
the
Chapel,
John
McGaw.
Dean.
in
last spring to the
Most college students would not
.
Early in his career, he ,j
College
credentials."
ot
1961graduate.
the
of
Navajo Indian reservation in Arieven consider it - spending three
resolved
"not
the'
of
to be a sycophant".
coordinator,Wooster and
'
months in virtual isolation, nearly zona, the largest one of its kind At
cover-up- ,
get
ahead, he said It
in
order
to
Watergate
1973
' ability to take ;
100 miles' frorn the closest pizza Wednesday's convocation, the stuwhat
he
audience
his
delivered
to
washis
'
dents shared their experiences with
parlor or party store- termed a series of "recollections responsibility that accounted for
, and
a slide show and narration. .
But nine students in Thomas
confessions' conceniing his his rapid rise. "I would be able to '
Railt,
Twenty-fivyears ago.
Raitt's. "American Indian Religion .
anticipate what a superior needed
in the June 17 break;
involvement
- Party
and Culture." course at the College now professor ofthereligion at The
before he even knew he needed
Democraticof
in
the
reservation as
r
of Wooster last winter, took the College, went to
it," he said r
.
Headquarters.
During
missionary.
'initiative themselves. With Raitt's .a Presbyterian
" the
first
assignment
in the
came
'
His
journey
from
Dean's
his stay: he became friends with the
forming
of ""
him
memo
White
of
a
form.
campus
Nixon's
to
Wooster
understand
.
Indians and learned to
House was perhaps too swift a the publication of a magazine
style of living. After two years.

In the spring of 1980, the
Student Activities' Board (SAB)

--

r'" - 'C
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"

'

'

for the eradication, of institutional
racism here at the College. The
Manifesto ' also offered simple
steps that could be taken in order
to achieve this goal As the College
begins its second decade since the
original drafting of this document,
we, feel it is" important to review
what progress has and has not
been made or what further steps
need be taken - to "eradicate
institutional racism here at The.
'
College of Wooster.
The Black Students' Manifesto
addressed five major points, four
oLwhich will be discussed here.
Briefly, they are: (1) the
of faculty departments;
(2) the recruitment of Blacks for
administrative positions; (3) the
hiring .of Black professors in the
Black Studies department; and (4)
"the. admittance of 150 Black and
Third World students in the fall of

id.

.

and SAB. In response

In an effort tomake the College
of Wooster community aware of
existing racism on campus-- and
formulate active plans for its
elimination, the Black Students
Association, directed by Eugenia
Hull, president, Jias prepared the
following report.
. A copy of the report.- was

.-sa-

"

'

.

'

;
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article - accusing-

-

then

Vice-Preside-

nt

Spiro Agnew of having "
suggested the abolition - of the
election and the repealing of the
Bill of Rights, Dean said The
memo asked that he look into the
possibility of a lawsuit, 'Dean V"
'response was to .advise ' the
government not to do anything, he
.told his audience, on the grounds j
that: a lawsuit would only. draw
attention to an article of relative
obscurity.': He soon received a
' ' cont on p. 5
.
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.

At next Wednesday's Convoca
tion, Guy. Denny, of the Ohioj
Department of Natural Re
sources, will present a multimedia
tour through "The Origin ' and
Ecology of Ohio s Bogs and Fens.
-

t.

;

.

'
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Ronald Reagan's Triumph-Gi- ve
Us Time to Commend
i

our hard work paid off the letters, the phone
"We are pleased.
calls, the paper work. We did it. And we are pleased," commented one
satisfied student after the revelation of Tuesday night's election results.
elected
super-boYes, America, you did it. You got your
Ronald Reagan will on the
to office, and come Jan. 20, President-elec- t
back steps of the US Capitol assume the leadership of the United States.
For your twelve years of stalwart determination and invincible spirit you
certainly deserve to be commended. But please forgive that apparently
tiny minority of Americans if it doesn't commend you right away. It may
take it a little while to recover. Some people, you see, can't get all that
thrilled about big business and free enterprise, the right to life and the
suppression of the ERA, let alone the infallibility of the moral majority..
But give them a little time. They'll come around. Even our new president
(though,
is fond of referring to those long ago days when he was a liberal
(Except,
of
up
sometime.
grows
of course, not so very liberal). Everyone
But
Kennedy.
maybe
Ted
King
or
Luther
Martin
like
people
course, for
fortunately there aren't too many people like that around anymore.)
Already opinions are growing less emphatic as the pallor of resignation
slowly steeps the'country. Students who only Tuesday were vehemently
anti Reagan are today calm and placid in their surrender. They know
now that Reagan will do what is best, that he alone has the ability and the'
leadership necessary to recover our faltering economy, salvage our
dying international prestige and restore the fading American family. And
all while still cutting taxes and balancing the budget. In short, a veritable
demigod. In what more admirable mortal could we possibly place our
trust? Certainly not Anderson or Commoner.
So you can relax now, America. The tension and agonizing suspense
of the 1980 elections are finally over. You've managed to root out much
of the Democratic influence from our government and replace it with
that of those more reassuring Republican candidates. You've succeeded
in diminishing any threat of a third party in your fear of the untried and
your pragmatic horror of "wasting" your one arid only vote. You've
succeeded in completing that slow and steady shift to" the right in which
you've been engaged for so long a time.
You've elected Ronald Reagan. Maybe someday well commend you.
But not just yet. We haven't quite grown up enough to lose our idealism
yet.
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Appropriate Use of McGaw Questioned
Lane rock concert held in McGaw
a couple of weeks ago is a prime
example.
Cases of alcohol was
Many
of
Christian Conservatism?
Christians have brought in for the groups. They
our
become so liberal minded. We let exercised their prerogative in
almost anything go on. A Church smoking cigarettes and marijuana,
is supposed to represent the etc. Students and people from the
Lord's house, and when you community, came smoking.
drinking and one incident where a
come, you come to worship.
It is not new knowledge that person vomitted in the auditorium
building is oecause he could not hold his
McGaw
restored to a place of worship every liquor. The Trent Arterbery
added a lot of
Sunday morning. During the rest performance
of the week we entertain some of unnecessary gestures, and in the
the most outrageous activities you past things such as the Second
of the
can imagine. We bring performers City performance, and some
given-a- ll
speeches
lectures
and
any
who either do not have
respett for a place of worship or emphasize my point well.
building is
This
who definitely are not Christians.
McGuffey
p.
and
cont
3
on
Breathless
The
1-fli-

j
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Whatever haDDened to
so-call-
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multi-purpos-
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Published weekly during the academic year by the students of the
College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are
those of the staff alone, and should not be construed as representative of
administration policy.
j
The VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the Editor from students,
faculty, administrators, subscribers, and members of the greater Wooster
..community. All correspondence may be addressed to the VOICE, Box
3187, The College of Wooster. Wooster. Ohio 44691.
The VOICE is a member of the United States Press Association and the
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members) have indeed made plans
athletic
to sponsor
post-seaso- n

championships

for women.

Several additional points need to
be made or emphasized:
f
1. Neither the NCAA nor the
NAIA. nor the AIAW, is the
monolithic organization all too fre-

quently 'implied. Both

composed of a broad range-

!

5.

the NAIA and the NCAA

Wooster's votes on the two

propositions

n the

concerning program of the current
conference. Such strategy hardly
represents free and open inquiry
of which Wooster could be proud.
BobBauce
Gordon Col&n

competition for. women within
Division ID of the NCAA, as cast at
the 1980 (January) convention,
are a matter of record.
We decry the failure to include
appropriate representation from

.

David Gukfin

Reagan Victory Symptomatic
are Of Graver Societal Illness
- of

With the landslide presidential victory of Ronald Reagan, signifying an
essential gain for the Republican 'constituency of this country, it is more
significant in its indication of the beginning of a landslide of the moral
integrity of the nation.
For along with the election of Reagan comes a Republican majority
Senate, the first in 25 years. The one bastion for Eberafe has quickly given
conservative faction. The ousting of Democratic
to a
university presidents are way
Bayh and McGoverh only reflect what happened on the local
senators
demanding single administrative
throughout the nation in many local political offices.
supervision of all intercollegiate level
escapist disease to avoid confronting the ills of society and
The
athletics; they judge the present supposedly
ease one's own burden was mirrored in the continual defeat
double overhead as simply too
in the surrounding counties. The self proclaimed, godlevies
of
school
expensive.
fearing, family people decry the deterioration of the schools, the city and
3. Both now and in the
in this country. Yet their actions show that they refuse to commit
immediate future, participation in values
themselves
to policies which could begin to eradicate these problems,
the NCAA's program of post- opting instead to protect their own selfish interests. -season athletic competition for - When the people overwhelmingly' elect a man who advocates a
women has- distinct financial separate
wage for blacks; believes women need to be
advantages since the NCAA bears protected minimum
willingly destroy Alaska for
their
own benefit,-woulfor
the complete expense of such energy, and opposes ERA and federal funding of abortion, then the
competition for most entries, both
majority rule of the efite
people clearly state their belief in a white-mal- e
individual and team. minority.
the
over
4. Within the framework of its
The economic realities of inflation, outrageous interest rates and
each government
chosen membership(s),
spending is indeed one of the major factors rmxnpnng
institution has absolute free choice
patterns, but this vote is also symptomatic, of a more
voting
citizens
as to where it wishes to opt for deeply rooted prejudice. Book banning in public schools is on the rise
competition for across the country, with the Khi Klux Klan leading the way. Eleven black
women.
children have been killed in Atlanta in the last year with the last found mis
week and the murderer still unknown. Are we as a nation reverting to a
preHvil rights era? Do we even care?
Reagan promises to alleviate the average American's financial woes by
lowering taxes, cutting social services and federal assistance programs.
Dear Editor:
Hell no we won't pay cry the citizens, but pay they will as poverty
On behalf of the Wooster
Wayne steering committee for
increased, widening the gap between rich and poor, schools close and
CamUnity
violent
crimes soar. They blithely ignore the law of life, "no pain, no gam."
John Anderson's
Looking at the possibilities of the next four years with Reagan, I am
paign, I thank' the College of
Wooster students who worked indebted to the foresight of our forefathers in designing'an often slow and
for, supported, andor empatime consuming government of checks and balances. Perhaps they had
premonitions of Reagan.
thized with John B. Anderson.
N
admirably
fact that the public emphatically
the
on
special
look
too
Let
not
us
deserves
Hoffman
Mark
mention, as do John Warner and
supported Reagan: As history teaches us, the majority is not always
Jim Peterson and "DLT (Dianna iivikt
MEO
conf on p. 3
institutions of higher, learning,
whose individual representatives
cast its votes, sit on its many
committees, serve as its officers,
and plan its strategies.
2. A good number of college and

right-win- g
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Dear Editor:
Concerning the lead article in
the Voice for October 31, the
NCAA and the NAIA (520

-

d

.

post-seaso- n

Louise A. Blum
!. . Martha Oesch
'. . Diarma Trover
Karen McCartney
Dave Bryan
-- . Rodger PelagalB
J
. . Jay West
Pam Weiler
!
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Anderson Student
Support Applauded
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AIAW Conference Criticized for Biased Representation
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Sensationalism is Valid;
Dorms not Ready for Fire

I am sorry to say that some errors occurred in an article on what might
have been a fire in Andrews Hall two weeks ago. The hot plate did not
short and the window was not open. I assume students will be relieved
that the residents did not leave a window open at the same time as they
left their hot plate on. Also that the residents continue to use a burner of
such sound wiring. I humbly apologize for this obviously faulty reporting.
I am also sorry, however, that atleast two students missed the point of
the article and feel they must discredit the entire paper. For the sake of
clarification then, and I hope future safety, I will repeat some of the
events that most shook me.
A hot plate was left on in an empty room. A room can be consumed by
fire in a matter of minutes, especially when it contains platforms and
cloth on the ceiling. I was referred to the service building when I called
Security. Nobody knew who was to call the Fire Department. They were
called late and received incorrect directions. A brand new smoke
detector in the building was not triggered because it was "the wrong kind
of smoke". Finally, students were, and remain, apathetic to the threat of
fire. Have the deaths at the University of Rhode Island been forgotten so
soon?
If our mild "sensationalism" on page seven caught the eyes of some
students and made them more aware of the human and physical dangers
involved in a residence hall fire, then I am glad the Voice was there.
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Judicial Board Provides Opportunities

For Peer Judgement in Violations
by Martha Oesch

any student what judicial
board does and chances are the
response will be a muddled one
with vague references to peer
group judgments and stiff punish
ments..Tom Van Cleef, the new
chairperson of judicial board 'this
quarter, hopes to promote a new
awareness and understanding of
judicial boards function to the
campus. With the recent resigna
Ask

tion of Steve Travers as chairperson. Van Cleef begins his one
year term. Time demands prompted Travers' resignation, although
he still remains a member of
judicial board.
Van Cleef senses a real need for
an organization such as judicial
board to serve as an alternative for
students accused of misconduct or
charged with-- , a violation of the
bcot s Key. instead ot going
directly to the deans for resolution.
He describes judicial board as a
place where students who have
alleged violations of the code of
social responsibility and the code
of academic integrity can be
judged by their peers.
Composed of ten students, four
faculty, four administrators and a
secretary, judicial board
strives to provide fair judgements
and when needed, constructive
penalties. Van Cleef stresses the
benefits which, students ' receive
from having judicial board establish
penalties. Because it follows no set
precedent and places a heavy
emphasis . on intent of an individual, more creative and just
penalties can be established.
Judicial board hears cases which
are brought before it by the deans,
hall councils or
When accused of a violation., an
individual has the option to be
heard before the deans or judicial
board.
Once a case is brought before
the board, the individual or group
is notified of the chargesjhrough a
letter delivered by a hearing
counselor chosen from judicial
board. The counselor is assigned to
act as a mediator and adviser
between the individual accused
and. the accuser, informing the
accused of hisher ppttons and the
nature of the evidence against
himher. according to Van Cleef.
The counselor may also help set
up the charges brought against an
individual
. At the hearing, the accused may
be present at all times except
--

non-votin-

g

other-individual-

.

s.

during the discussion of an appro
priate penalty. The accused indivi
dual may at the beginning of the
procedure after hearing the initial
report against himher. declare
himherself guilty, not guilty or
state no comment Even with adeclaration of guilt, the hearing
continues in order to determine the
severity of the penalty. Procedures
include questioning of the individual by the judicial board as well as
hearing testimony from witnesses
for both sides. The final verdict is
then decided without the presence
of either the accused or the
accuser.
Van Cleef feels that students
need the alternative of .judicial
board, commenting that all members have equal representation,
with students holding their own in
the face of faculty or administrative
opposing opinion. Faculty members of the board include: Marcus
Pohlmann. Nan .Nichols. Dave
Guldin and Jim Burned. Administrators are: Dennis Stevens and
Gary Thompson with Diane Kroil
and Jim Bauer as alternates.
Students apply for the two year
position and are chosen by S.A.B.
Van Cleef believes that most
students don't fully understand
how judicial board works nor what
it can do for them. Anyone can
become involved in' judicial board
says Van Cleef. emphasizing the
need for quality people on judicial
board to maintain and improve its
effectiveness. "Many people are
afraid to make judgements against
people they see everyday." he.
explains, adding. Tm not afraid
because I believe all the decisions
are just."
Several areas of judicial board
need improvement according to
Van Cleef. The first is the need for
a professional hearing counselor.
Presently, a different counselor is
appointed for each case, which
doesn't allow for consistency. Van
Cleef suggests that the counselor
be responsible to the chairperson
but not necessarily on judicial
board with the position being
divided between two people. Van
Cleef wants to make people aware
of the board's value so that people
aren't mislead into believing that
the board is "just slapping hands or
hanging you."
Criticism and public discussion
of judicial board are needed to.
keep it a flexible and evolving
board to meet the needs of the
campus states Van Cleef..
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Life Like Reading a Faulkner Novel
Dear Editor.
Though "The Voice' has been
subject to considerable and
criticism of late, it should
be praised when it rises above its
pervasive cynicism and bitterness.
This is precisely what Gordon
Stewart achieves in his last column
dealing with the debate over
whether man is inherently good or
well-deserv-

ed

.

evil.

-

Of course, this is a question
theologians have pondered for
centuries. The classical Christian
answer, unfortunately, seems to be
that man is inherently evil. Yet if
twentieth century literature and
philosophy teD us anything, it is
that this world of ours is extremely
complex7' and that we must strug
gle, as in reading a Faulkner novel
to make meaning of our existence.
Thus, the easy answer in some
cases no longer seem to work. The
world is not black or white, but an
ambiguous shade of gray.
The conclusion Gordon comes
that man is both good and
to
evil
is the only one that works in
this complex work). And what

MdGaw Chapel
Only a Facade
cont from p. 2
indeed

reasons

used

discretion.

for

with

I

multi-purpos-

no signs oi
the

think' it is time for

community to take a stand. We
should not allow our place of
worship to be turned into the very
things we preach against.
We need not worry because our
battle is half worTrMcGnw is called
McGaw Chapel. If it is indeed a
Chanel then it should command
the respect of what it symbolizes.
the Lord's house. And if it is
not .the name McGaw Chapel is a
-

-

-

It is not easy to discard classic
Christian answers, and I am sure
there are those who will say that
somehow I have mitigated. God's
ability to give a higher, more
worthy life through Christ But I
know what any man or woman or
church must not deny, that in
everyone's heart
Christian and
alike
there is both
the pain and the. inherent goodness that the sorrows of our fives
have not entirely extinguished. I
thank Gordon for
the
good qualities of all humankind. As
a Christian. I wish that in every
pulpit in Christendom pastors
would stand up and say with
Camus, "there is more to admire in
men than to despise.
Rob Manning
non-Christia-

n

re-affirmi-

affirm it.

ng

Box

2135

PEC to be College "Shopping Center"
be held November 13, 1980. in the
Physical Education Center. The
universities
program gives 'students a chance
Pennsylvania, Michigan, Indiana, to "shop" for the schools and
and West Virginia are expected to programs of interest to them
send representatives to a College without leaving their home
Day being sponsored by the community. It will be held in the
College's Admissions Office.
P.E.C. from
pm. Many of the
Wayne County, Wooster High students, college representatives,'
School and OrrviDe High School and area high school counselors
juniors and seniors
to will be the guests of the College for
attend the College Day which will the day.

Over 60 colleges

and
from Ohio.

9-- 3

are-invite- d

e

McGaw Chapel Christian

fnrcc.--

hope and joy are here! It is time to
stop telling people they are
inherently eviL Ours is a world
where pain is often undeserved,
where suffering is often gratuitous.
There are to be seen every day
people who have been wounded
by the world's- injustices and
cruelty. But there are also those
who have turned their cheeks to
the world's harsh blows, and have
continued to love. ' continued to
hope, continued to reach out and
help others. These people should
lead us to conclude. Eke Faulkner,
that man "will not merely endure,
he will prevail." This may be
considerably more difficult to
affirm in light of the election of
Ronald Reagan, yet even now
perhaps especially now we must

Rodney McCnfister
Box 2177
Ext. 337

Anderson Student
Support Applauded

.

cont from p. 2
,
Troyer?) for her article in the Oct.
24 issue of Voice.

Others are Karen Caccamo.
John Ferguson. ' Eric Johnson.
Julie Klein. Lee Merrill. Kara
Philfis. Chris! i Pyper. Susan Reid.

Dan Sikorski

and Chris

Whittlesey.
If any
names have been
ommitfed. it is unintentional.
Again, thank you all.
Kathryn E. Culp
1040 E. Wayne Ave.- -

On Tuesday night, November
11. Dr. Fred Cropp will be leading

an informal discussion on John
Gardner's book. Morale. It will be
held at 9:00pm in Lowry Center
Room 119 and is open to the
entire campus.
Gardner .will be coming to
Wooster next Thursday. November" 13 and will be giving a lecture
in McGaw Chapel at 8 p.m.
Anyone who has read his book or
is interested in finding out more
about him before the lecture is
encouraged to attend the discussion group.:- -
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The Five Year Plan
by Erie

Johnson

9:30 p.m. Tuesday: "Where's the
food?" asks a new acquaintance of
mine in Lowry Center. "I thought

e

--

there was going to be food here."
We're watching the election
returns on a big TV in the Pit
people are gathered,
Some 60-7most of them infrequently glancing
at the set.
At about 9:40. ABC cuts to a
shot of the President entering the
Washington Sheraton Hotel; the
announcer says Carter will soon
the election.
publicly concede
Right at the tame moment,
someone is bringing two large
boxes of donuts up to the pit from
the back of Lowry. The food gets a
larger reaction than Carter. My
companion grunts something of
how "it's about time" and makes a
beeline for the refreshments. A
number of other students take the
same cue.
The atmosphere is very different
from that of four years ago. I was
here then, fall quarter of my
freshman year. There was excitement about the election at that
time: now the mood is one of quiet
resignation. It almost seems the
reaction would be the same
regardless of the winner. Several
students agree with one who says.
"Reagan isn't the best, but Carter's
had his chance. We've got to get
something new....Reagan scares
me a little, but he can't really do
any worse than Carter."
Now Carter is giving his concession speech. Jesse Jackson. G.
William Miller, and Bob Strauss are
visible on the screen behind the
President. looking somber as their
candidate fights back the tears of
defeat. "I told you four years ago
I'd never lie to you." Carter says.
"And I'd be lying to you now if I
said it doesn't hurt." It must hurt.
Reagan's .victory looks like a
landslide
over 55
of the
popular vote.
Over at Howman House, where
three Carter posters are taped to
the outside door, the attitude is
mostly one of bitter resignation:
sullen stares at a small black and
white TV. acid jokes about the
president-elect- .
"The voters of this
country have gotten what they
deserve." says Dave Smailes, a
supporter of Carter and of local
Democrats. "I hope all the Republicans are happy." he says with a
laugh as he opens a beer.
The people here say they didn't
expect such a landslide presidential
race, nor did they forsee the
Democratic losses in the U.S.
Senate. Senators Durkin. Hart,
Church and Leahy are in trouble,
while McGovern. Bayh. and Culver have already lost. The Senate
may go half Republican.
0

The Fragile Superpower,

as:
this mega-citdescribes
"...hopelessly crowded, polluted,
and ugly." No less unkind, the
Japan National Tourist Organization maintains that "...for pure
sightseeing pleasure there are
many, many places which far excel
Tokyo in their beauty..." Yet such
comments could apply to any
urban sprawl, from Berlin to
Bogota. What separates Tokyo
from the likes of London is its
amazing vitality, its bouyancy of
spirit that raises it above the rush
life.
and roar of
y

.

big-cit- y

uniqueness and

confusing character, however,
have more to do with Kipling than
kinetics, for although East is East
and West is West, the twain do
meet somewhere around Shihjiku.
Tokyo could very well be
described as the center of the
world, as it belongs neither solely
to the Orient or to the Occident.
Thus it is much easier to
understand Tokyo by itself than to
understand Tokyo's nature in
relation to Japan.
Japan, we all know, is a beautiful
land of rice paddies, forests and
festivals; of tea ceremonies, cherry
blossoms and housing complexes
that just don't fit the stereotype.
But such modern vestiges are the
stuff of which Tokyo is made. A
dichotomy thus occurs in Nippon
between new and old, a yin and
yang of tradition and progress.
Perhaps Tokyo is only a shadow of
Japan as well
what is to come-f- or
as every other "developed nation".
For all its wonders, Tokyo could
well have been George Orwell's
model city. Jules Vern's, too,

perhaps.

i

person

For one thing, we have to listen
with more attention than that
required by the slogans we get
from most public figures. For
another, we have to put by for the
moment our technocratic view of
social change and go back to an
older idea
that it is the people
who finally make the difference.
This is not a man who believes we
can either leave things up to
capitalism (the merchants and their
money will take care of you) or to
government programs. No system
will make life work.
Most of the people I know who
are over 30 reject that way of
thinking as bromidic, platitudinous,
trite. In my view, however, that
rejection is just another way of
saying that it isn't truth that counts;
it's packaging. It is. not enough
anymore to point out the obvious
and then- - work hard to do
something to improve it. One must
think and act fashionably, and it
has not been fashionable to blame
people for society's problems for a"
very long time. And. of course, if
people are not at fault for our
difficulties, then people certainly
cannot cause change.
John Gardner will speak next
Thursday evening in McGaw at 8

conveyed.
In closing. I should mention two
small events that are a product of
last year of. a
the
summer reading list. On Tuesday
evening at 9 p.m. in Lowry Center
119. Dr. Cropp of the Geology
department will lead a discussion
of John Gardner's Morale. The
following evening. Wednesday at 9
p.m. in Douglass Lounge. .Glenn
Becker. Lee Merrill and t will read
portions of Ibsen's A Doll House
and Strindberg's The Father, after
which there will be discussion.
I
have remarked on why
Gardner is worth discussing. The
plays by Ibsen and Strindberg
provide powerful mirror images of
women. Ibsen's Nora leaves her
confining role as decorative wife
and mother to find out' who she is.
Strindberg's Laura, created in a
paranoid fury by a man who
despised Ibsen's ideas, is super-bitcand it is she who does the
confining in The Father.
There are points of view from
which sitting around talking about
books read over the summer is
pretty hokey. But given where all
the fashionable thinking of the last
several decades has brought us, I
am ready to try hokey for a while.
Indeed. I recommend it.

.

teeny-bopper- s

all-encompas-

Regardless of the confusion it
brought, however, Tokyo was
without a doubt worth seeing. It
was fascinating to watch the
thousands of gaijin milling about,
each not speaking to the other.
Foreigners in Japan, after all, want
to maintain . their unique oaijin
In the Oct. 17 issue of the Voice.
it was incorrectly stated that John
Dean was a member of Fifth
Section while attending Wooster.
Dean did not join a section here.
Our apologies to the members of
Fifth Section for this error.

s

p.m. I suspect that some of his
words and thoughts will recall for
you things you have read in books
written before 1946. 1 beg of you
that you do not reject them on that
account. Some ideas are worth
your concern even if they are not
wearing designer jeans.
Next Wednesday's Convocation
will be rather a marvelous visual
tour through Ohio's bogs and fens.
Yes. I did indeed say "bogs and
fens." Guy Denny of the Ohio
Department of Natural Resources-haspent much time putting
slide
together a
show on a topic close to his heart,
and the results are reported to be
visually and intellectually striking.
The presentation promises a spectacular close for this Fall's Convocation Series.
Krista
Sunday,
Boehnert
Roche's show of her most recent
work in watercolor opens in Lowry
Center. There are many people in
this area who make it a point never
to miss an opportunity to see her
paintings, and for good reason.
She has a warm eye for landscape
that always manages to see in it
exactly the qualities you wish you
could somehow express. It occurs
to me, with my opening paragraphs fresh in my mind, that one
of the reasons I like her work is that
fashion seems irrelevant to it It is
good simply because it gives us

by Peter Havhotm
People have problems with
John Gardner, founder of Common Cause, former Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare,
former president of the ' Ford
Foundation, holder of the presidential medal of freedom. I have
not figured out exactly why, but I
suspect it is because he is so sane.
Sanity is out of style, these days,
ft has been for some time, as our
country becomes more enamored
of power and money on the one
hand and the gesture on the other.
If it does not appeal to people's gut
feelings; if they won't buy it; if It will
not force them to behave in the
right way as specified by one's
favorite ism; if it isn't the bottom
forget it
line
So what do we do with a man
who says this sort of thing?
Part of our problem around
the world today
a profound
part
is that we have, on "the
one hand, coercive societies that
enchain the individual in a literal
sense: and, on the other hand,
free societies in which a great
many individuals are enchained
not by outer coercion but by the
tyranny of their own restless.
insatiable, hungry selves, incapable of a larger allegiance.
Self preoccupation is a prison, as

Back at Lowry. Tim Spence is
excited about the Reagan victory.
"Wonderful just wonderful" he
says with a rare - outburst of
emotion. This is obviously a special
night, for' along with his two
Reagan-Busbuttons, he is wearing a sportcoat, tie, and a white
very Republican looking.
shirt
Spence. one of the College
Republican Club leaders, in his
h

meticulous and painstaking
manner, says that the Reagan
administration will run the government effectively and efficiently, like
a business. The cabinet will be of
high quality, he adds. "The
President-elect'choice of advisors
has been excellent."
At about 10:25, some Wayne
s

County returns are reported:
Carter-35- ;
Regan-56- :
and
Anderson-7- .

wonderful."

"Wonderful

Spence

just

says. "1

shouldn't have wasted my time
going door to door in this town,"
he quips. "Rather I should have
been working on the people down
in Georgia."
At 10:30. at the much heralded
Douglass Lounge election party,
three people are watching the
results on a small black and white
TV. It's hard to tell who won what
from the electronic maps, because
the states are in red and blue. This
election was designed for color
televisions. A few scattered cups of
punch and some popcorn containers are the only evidence of a
party. "A lot of people were
disappointed and left," explains a
girl in a yellow bathrobe while
flipping through a notebook. "I
don't think Reagan is so bad. He's
the best of three evils."
A little later, at sixth section, the
attitude is similar to that in Lowry
somewhat apathetic. Only 16 of
some 35 people present- - have
voted today. A TV set is turned on
in the lounge. It cannot be heard
for the music. from a stereo, but
nobody is paying much attention
anyway. "It doesn't matter much
who wins, because the President is
controlled by special interest
groups." says one section member.
Another disagrees, saying it does
make a difference, and that
Reagan is a better leader than
Carter. "It's not the greatest choice,
but we ought to give the guy a
chance."
By midnight.' an election night
bash in the attic of Culbertson
House is in full swing. Suddenly
someone turns down the volume
of the "Cars" album to announce
that Reagan is going to give his
acceptance speech. The news is
greeted with a chant of "Bonzo.
Bonzo. Bonzo " The Presidentelect's remarks are met with
skepticism and ridicule. When
cont on p. 7
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Tokyo's

On Worthy Occasions

It was likewise an
experience to be loaded into trains
not unlike the way cows are
handled in Chicago and a surprise
to discover that one of the
was a
professional
past student of the College of
Wooster. Truly, from old women
with
in kimonos to
electric watches and portable
earphones, Tokyo was nothing
short of amazing. A cultural island
in itself, Tokyo seemed to me to
personify the clash of new and old,
of East and West, in this
yet never changing
nation known as Japan.

by Jim Luce
America; it wasn't
France or Germany, either. And
although its most famous city, it
'just wasn't Japan. Ia retrospect,
I'm not exactly sure what Tokyo
was except different. Of course,
living in Japan one hears of Tokyo
continuously, yet a clear picture of
word fails to
this
emerge. After spending a week
there last mosth, I must admit Tm
more confused than ever.
the historical
I've studied
Tokyo; memorized the date of its
founding and learned its original
name. I know that Tokyo's
population today is almost
identical to that of the state of
OKio-a- nd
this figure increases to
almost thirty million each day as
thousands of commuters arrive in
lemming-likfashion. I can even
understand that Tokyo serves as
the political, cultural, economic,
and communications center of
Nippon; in short, to Japan what
Washington D.C., New York and
Hollywood are to America or
Bonn, Frankfurt and Munich to
West Germany. But unfortunately
such intellectual izations barely
sctatch the surface.
Frank Gibney, writing in Japan:
It wasn't

-

.
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.
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Organ Dedication Sunday
by Susan Reid
The. tall pipes rose in ranks, and
gleaming metal and pale wood
were bathed in warm yellow light,
as we slipped in from the dark
hallway to see and hear this lovely
new instrument. Stops, pedals and
gleaming keys moved easily as our
guide gave, us a quick preview of
the sounds that this beautiful thing
could make.
First Presbyterian Church has
been working on getting this hand
crafted instrument for 4 years
now, and, several weeks ago, the
new instrument finally arrived,
providing another treasure for
' '
Wooster.
This Sunday, a dedication
1

concert wiii oe lieid at 4 p.m. There
be no admission charge, and
Haskall Thomson, a celebrated
organist, will be presenting a wide
range of works, including pieces
by Vivaldi and Bach, and several
wonderful hymns. Thomson, a
quiet, tall man. is currently a
professor of music at the Oberlin
Conservatory of Music. He. has
given a concert tour in Europe and
will

has also performed for several
radio broadcasts. His enthusiasm
for this particular instrument is
delightful, as he praises its action
and versatility. With his love for

music

.

and fpr beautiful

instruments, his concert should be
an exciting musical event.

.
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Institutional Racism Plagues Student
cant from p. I

humanities
include ' a

courses

were

realistic

non-whit-

to

e

perspective and be rid of white
supremist literature and ideas. In
this area, the College's progress
has been far less than adequate.
Under a Mellon Foundation grant,
--

designed

specifically

for

departmental
the
faculty departments are currently
re-evaluati-on,

an extensive

unaergoing

time. With one exception, every
professor of Black Studies has a
less than one-hatime obligation
to Black Studies and. a majority
obligation to another department.
In terms of Black Student input
into theTJlack Studies Major, 1 or 2
lf

Black Studies Majors, not

representative of BSA, chosen by
the Director of Black Studies, sit
on the Black Studies Curriculum
Committee.

The final point of the Manifesto
evaluation, the first since 1969.'
specifically with the size of
deals
WhOe this evaluation process has
in academic year
Black
been going on for over two years,, 1970-71- . enrollment
purposes of this
For
the
not much has been done with the
specific
both
communication
conscious intent, to root out year and the generalthetrend in
racism. Many departments, population to date will be covered.
including Speech Physical In 1970-742 Black freshmen
education, and Fsycnotogy, have entered the College. This class
completed the process but have brought
the size of the entire Black
not added any new courses in population
to 92 students-- a figure
Black . Studies and have not
below the desired number of
incorporated any new information well
freshmen alone. The following
on
perspectives into the year,
1971-72- ,
the incoming class
general course material. As a
overall population
was
39,
the
size
'
matter of fact, most of the courses
largest
125,
number in
was
the
e
and information on
College history. Oyer the last 9
perspectives which currently exist years
the size of the freshman
were in existence when the
class has risen and fallen, but the
Manifesto was written. In courses
of the overall population has
where a
perspective is size
continually declined. Currently,
fully
addressed, it is not
integrated
into the course material. That is to there are 85 Black students at The
say that it is done during a College of Wooster.
In terms of campus life for Black
. particular week or section of the
it is the fourth point,
Students,
course and even then, only Black enrollment,
which is of
specific topics within the scope of
importance. Enrollparamount
the course are addressed.
ment is contingent upon two
In regard to the first suggestion,
admission and retention.
the hiring of Black faculty, factors,
The admissions procedures and
progress has been in the negative
policies are reflective of the lack of
direction. In 1970, there were four
1,

non-whi-

te

non-whit-

non-whit- e

Black faculty members. This figure
reached a high of seven in 1974,
and currently there are five Black
facuhu members. With reaard to

the second suggestion, the
e
inclusion of a realistic
non-whit-

perspective in aO social science
and humanities courses. Etrle
progress has been made. Since
1969. some social science and
humanfties courses have begun to

a realistic

include

non-whit- e

perspective and to be rid of white
supremist literature and ideas,
but, as previously mentioned, the
approach has been topical with no
fufl course integration
second point of the
Manifesto, the leuuttiiwait of
The

Blacks ' for any administrative
position as openings occur, was
made with the suggestion that a
Black counselor be hired to deal
with Black freshmen particularly.
Here, again, the College has fallen
short. In 1970, there was 1 Black
administrator. In 1980, there are 2
e
Black administrators. In
Ene with the suggestion offered, a
Black counselor, has been hired to
deal with afl Black students on
campus, particularly freshmen.
However, even this seems a token
effort as the position is not a full or
e
position. While
even
having the duties which would
position, the
necessitate a
Director of Black Student Affairs
d
time duty.
is a
In Hne with he third point of the
Manifesto. the , CoBege was to
populate the Black Studies Major
with Black professors wherever
possible and to follow BSA
suggestions for alternatives when
necessary. Further, aB decisions
concerning the Black Studies
Major were to be discussed with
representatives of the BSA.
Currently there are three Black
professors in the Black Studies
Program. Furthermore, as is the
case with the Director of Black
Student Affairs, positions in the
Black Studies Program are not full-full-tim-

half-tim-

full-tim-

e

one-thir-

.

.

commitment to increasing Black
enrollment oh the part of the
College. As once was stated in a
report on Black Student concerns
to the Dean of Students' staff,
"The employment of a Black
admissions person(s) becomes an
example of institutional racism
when such a person is made solely
responsible for the recruitment of
Black students. The recruitment
of Black students must be a staff
effort as weD as a community

endeavor.'

Some of the tension is caused by
white students who possess white
supremist attitudes which are not
only openly expressed in class, but

are strengthened by the
acceptance of other class

members and by the lack of
confrontation on the part of the
professor.
-

'

Second, the atmosphere in the

residence halls is tense. It is not at
aD uncommon to find extremely
racist remarks written on the walls
of the restrooms in the residence
halls (or elsewhere on campus)
Jokes and pranks with very racist
overtones are played among the
residents. Beyond all of this, or
perhaps because of it, there seems
to be little or no residence hall
programming planned to deal with
racial issues on campus. For the
past two years, the residents of
House had
Hesson
assumed almost full responsibility
for such programming. In the
living
absence of an
unit, no one has assumed the
Inter-raci-

al

inter-raci-

al

responsibility of informing

residents on racial issues and
questions.
Third, afl of the major campus
activities are programmed to
appeal to the white students on
campus with little or no thought
given to minority groups. It is
generally believed that this is the
function of Black organizations.
However, to place the responsibility of Black programming solely
upon Black organizations is to
disclaim any responsibility for the
g
social
of minority
students by the majority. It is our

y

nt

Admissions, the Academic

Departments,
each individual
faculty member, and the entire
student body, each to do its part to
eradicate the problems of racism
here at the College. Some
progress has been made in the last
decade,, but much less than
shouldcould have been made.
With the true commitment of each
.
f
oir i nose named, nowever, me
1980's can be a decade of greater
strides in the area of minority
advancement here at The College
of Wooster.
a

"Verisimilitude

He was

vehemently informed that "if you
don't want to do. this, someone
else win."
Before long, he said, he had
crossed the line. "You want to
keep this job, you want to do weD
in this job, you just have to do it
their way." he said. It became
more important to succeed than to
think of what he was doing. It
"happens more easily than one
.would want to believe,' he said.- To answer the question of
whether Watergate, can happen
again. Dean said, we must look at
how it was really unraveled. A lot
of people believe it was the media.,
he said, but let me tell you the
Woodward and Bernstein articles
did not even come close to
breaking the story." The press
picked it up "not because anybody
cracked trie story; it was because
Watergate crumbled under its
own weight." he said.
Not since Watergate has the
president been given the benefit of
the doubt. Dean said. He is
"assumed guilty until proven
innocent."
If it happened before, it may weD
happen again, he said, "but as long
as it is on the conscience of people
that it did happen, it will be along
time before it happens, again."
Did you realfy write your IS on
honesty in gpvemmentTQki. Dean
replied. That is incorrect. Because he had a double major in English
and political science, he said, he
had to have an IS to satisfy both
departments' and so wrote - on
.

'

.

-

recreationrelaxation. The

student with high work study
allowance is somewhat restricted
from ' participation in extracurricular activities, varsity sports
in particular, unless academics are
to suffer as a consequence.
AD of the' problem
areas
discussed above are of great
importance to the survival of the
Black student here at The College
of Wooster. We, as Black students
of The College of Wooster are well
aware that the problems of racism
on campus cannot be solved by
the efforts of any cine person. We,
therefore, call upon the Office of
the President, the
of Academic Affairs, the Dean of
Students' Staff, the Office of
Vice-Preside-

--

.

1

segregation of
Blacks. This seems a bit ironic as
d

none of the activities or meetings
of any Black organization are
closed to the general campus yet
very few whites attend. Since this
is the case, we wonder how it is
that we are always seen as
segregating ourselves and whites

which necessitate
allowances
working in excess of ten hours per
week. This is a high number of
hours when time for classes,
classwork, meals and sleep are
taken into consideration.. The
student with a high work-studallowance has two options, neither
of which is desirable. The first is to
not work the hours necessary to
earn the entire work study
and, therefore
be
allotment
responsible for supplying the
money on one's own. The
contradiction here is apparent;

.

y

self-impose-

students with work study

White, House."

"

feeling of academic
inferiority among Black students
still exists, causing tension in
classroom situations. Much of this
is caused by faculty members
directly , stating or indirectly
inferring that Black students' in
their classes are of lower quality
than their white counterparts.

.

-

.

In the area of retention of Black previously mentioned incidents
Students in particular, the with SAB clearly show that the
College's efforts are immeasurably latter contention is not widely
small. First of all, there is no formal "believed.
system of academic support in
The lack of minority-sensitiv-e
existence here at Wooster. Many campus programming is not the
have a staff of only problem which exists in terms
institutions
counselors which deals specifically of the student activities. Another
with the academic (and social) problem, which was alluded to
adjustment of. minority and earlier, is that members of Black
disadvantaged students. We do organizations are, far too often,
not mean to say that aD minority finding themselves in a position
students ' are disadvantaged, which necessitates the justification
instead we realistically realize that of the purpose of the particular
many minority students enter organization. We have grown
schools where extremely tired of this. We aVe a
from inner-citcommunity and as such have
abound.
deficiencies
academic
Keeping in mind, as stated, that needs and desires which should
many of the problems that exist not be justified to anyone. We
are related to the problem of low firmly believe that if organizations
enrollment, we feel that it is are to be justified, justification
extremely important to address should be done across the board.
the general academic and social We also believe that one is looking
climate which presently exists for overlapping Junctions of
here on campus. In a few words, organizations, better examples
the general atmosphere is stifling, than those thaf are thought to
.academically and socially, and exist in the Black community can
appears to be more racist than in be found on this campus. ' '
Another problem on campus is
past years. We draw this opinion
the general feeling on the part of
based upon an examination
evaluation of several aspects. of whites that the existence of Black
general campus life. First, a organizations on campus is the

general

Black freshmen who, especially in
the absence of an academic
support system, have a number of
adjustments to make with which
other students need never even be
concerned. There are many

second memo Worming him that
he had not dealt with the problem
and suggesting he begin a tax audit
against the magazine, he said.
Confused, Dean consulted a
more experienced staff member
and explained- - his. "ethical
objections to the matter. That, he
said, was the first and last time I
ever used that word in Nixon's

to appeal to the
community. The

'

y.

conf from p. I

that the "major

the function of majority

minority

work-stud-

We are extremely
concerned about the number of
hours many students must work
weekly in order to earn their entire
work study allowance. This is of
particular concern in the case of

from : either recreational or
academic pursuits. The most
desirable of these two options is to
take time from recreation but all
students need some time for

Dean's Ties to Washington
Prove Solid from the Start

organizations on campus are as
much responsible for appealing to
the interests of the minority
students as they are responsible
for appealing to the interests of the
majority students. We further
contend that if it is the function of
minority organizations to appeal
to the majority coinmunities, it is

organizations

financial aid policy regarding

y

well-bein-

contention

are not seen as segregating
themselves as wed.
- Finally, we fee! it is necessary to
address The College of Wooster's

students are on work-studbecause it is not possible for them
to provide aO of the money
necessary for a College of
Wooster education. The second J
option is to work all of the hours
necessary and subtract the time

--

1

.

Administrative Life

in - the Political

Novel"

What are your feelings toward
Nixon and his toward you? "A
meeting would be awkward.
relationships
because one
are difficult for the man... I would
enjoy talking to him. 1 would like to
ask him some questions I think
he'd have some trouble dodging.?
Dean said.
v
--on-one

pardon? Dean was in prison at the

time, he says, "which gave me a
little extra feel for H.My first
reaction was that it was incredibly
unjust.
How do you Jeet about the
current election?: "I don't, think
i
.i
ine persun wuukj tinvui wuukj
i-

j

-i

want the blessing of my

endorsement, so lB refrain from
'
that," he responded.
Whom do vou blame for crossinq
the Hne and how hng would you
have stayed across the Hne if the
Nixon burglars had been better

criminals? "I blame myself for
crossing the. line," Dean replied. "I
came back on my own volition."
He was uncomfortable across the
Kne and would not have stayed
there. "The only way to sleep was
to drink scotch...! knew when I
stopped buying fifths and started
that it was time
to buy
to get out. he said. .
half-gallon-

--

s"

.

'

Student Writes
And Directs Play
"Is That AD There Is?"
Kim Larimore wrote and
directed this play for her senior IS.
An entertaining and original
performance by an entertaining
and original woman.
R.A.
.

Pelagafli, Voice.

."'

Tickets for the Nov.

13 and Nov.
at 8:15 p.m. in
Schoolroy Experimental Theatre.
can be purchased at Freedlander
Box Office for $l

15 performances

.
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Connections to
by Robin Wilson

John Dean; 1961; occupation,
lawyer; place of residence, Beverly
Hills, Ca.

One line in the alumni records
are all that John Dean has left to
the Wooster campus. And even
that information is obsolete. Dean
after- being
convicted for his participation in
Watergate in 1974. He lives in Los
Angeles where he produces radio
programming, and he is working

was disbarred

-

book to

n
on a second,
come out next fall.
non-fictio--

ANALYSIS
hard Wooster
matter
No

how

has tried to hang onto perhaps its

most recently

well-know-

n
,

Anglo Culture Infiltrates Lifestyle of
Navajo with Alcoholism and Suicide
cont. from p.

1

healings by a local medicine man,
explained Ned Edwards, a junior.
But while they continually try to
hold onto tradition, they are also
faced with using commodities of
our own culture. Tike televisions
trucks. When does
and pick-uprogress begin to encroach upon '
tradition? This is the dilemma the
Indians are faced with, students
observed.
Navajo Community College,
.
where the Wooster students spent
a month of their visit is trying to
address this problem. The two-yeschool which is located on the
reservation and offers biology and
history along with several native
culture courses, has tried to
reintroduce students to their native
traditions and yet prepare them for
work outside the reservation,
Edwards said.
Primary schools on the reservation, however, do not encourage
such stability in native culture.
Tmen cnuoren are puntsnea ior
speaking their native language in
p

ar

school and they may even be jjiven
new names." explained Sharyl
Lauber and Chris Baker, bom
juniors. As a result, the students
explained, upon graduation from
torn
high school the Indians-arbetween the Anglican world at
school and the traditional world at
home.
If they do not go to NCC.
Navajos may make a living on
Too often
jewelry or
the cultural strain of high school
does not prepare them for living off
the reservation, the women said.
. In recent years, however, even
traditional jewelry making and
silver smithing "which used to be
done out of pride is now a form of
monetary gain, said junior John
Thompson. "The "competition of
the Anglican economy has been
bred like a disease and now the
Navajos are infected with it," he
added.
The Indians' land has also been
infected by methods of energy
production used by other Americans. Last year, said Mitch Harper,
a junior, a United Nuclear Corporation dam broke. letting 100
million gallons of radioactive water
and- - tons of tailings flow into
surrounding waters. Some of mis
waste poured into a tributary which
passes through the reservation,
and it became a major threat to the
Indians. Harper explained. Even- e

rug-makin-

g.

--
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circle-shape-

is

ng,

shows the togetherness of relatives
and friends united in peace,
Clasper said.
" " The Wooster students didn't
speculate on the future of the
Navajos struggle to retain their
culture. But by living with the tribe
and observing current conditions
alcoholism is high and Navajos'
suicide rate b eight times the
-

national average

students

learned that no matter how
traditional their own culture may
seem, it poses a visible threat to the
native American Indian.
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"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
--

Made to Ordw - Cheese. Pepperoni. Sausage.
Mushroom. Anchovies, Peppers. Onions

Unbaked pizza to go "
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
WELCOME TO WOOSTER!

264-662- 5
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"Well, students were not
allowed to have pets and since you
could see Jhe dog pretty easily
.

the golf course, the

from

administration found out.. They
told us to give it away," he said.
Dean , chuckled, "Really my
roommate toe most of the brunt
for what happened, next so I
shouldn't laugh. But one day, after
they'd made such a deal about it, I
went out to the dog's fence and
hung a sign on it that said,
'Auschwitz'."
.

tually, since the UNG would not
bill, the
foot the total clean-u- p
Indians ended up financing it.
Harper told.
There is also Anglican interest in
mining the reservation, where land
is uranium rich. Mining, however, is
in direct conflict with the Navajos'
values of the earth and natural
resources. Harper added.
"The Navajos realize the harmony between their own lives and
"nature," Cathy Clasper, a junior,
explained. The land around them
is sacred, she added. Clasper says
the Navajos' belief in inner harmony between man and nature is
shown-btheir reoccuring reference to the circle. Their traditional
homes, like tepees, are
and at NCC classrooms
are situated off a center circle. The
circle

.

graduate, there is nothing jeft
anymore, no connection.-MaybDean has forgotten about those
good old days college footbaH-games-,
beer parties and blowing
off a night's work, ' Lots of
Needless to say, the
graduates forget. But most likely administration wasn't - pleased.
Dean hasn't forgotten. Wooster Dean's roommate finally ended up
was just never home in the first taking the sign down.
place.
Despite his lack of enthusiasm
' "I guess I was never a serious over
campus living, Dean was
my involved in school activities. He
undergraduate.
schedule at Wooster so that I was on the swim .team and helped
could leave on Thursday his roommate take pictures of the
afternoons and- - return in time for football team. Fringe benefits were
classes Tuesday mornings,' Dean trips off campus every other
remembers.
weekend to the games.
"I had a 1957 Ford station wagon
Dean also played Mr. Bannister
I
iL
and r used to visit my friends at m a scnooi piay, Ulinneni
ine
Miami of Ohio and other schools in Wind". "I really enjoyed that and
Ohio and in the East," he added. would have considered doing it
To say that not much went on again if I would have been around
during the weekends around more often," Dean says. "After all,
Wooster would be an understate- I was only at Wooster for three
ment, Dean admitted.
semesters," he added.
Dean didn't have any reason to
The most exciting thing Dean
pay much attention to what went probably remembers about
on at Wooster. He says his Wooster- is the
classwork was simple and he semester he spent in Washington
claims to have finished his senior D.C. at American University. That
I.S. in the last two weeks of is when he says he really became
classes. He just wanted to be interested in politics, where he
done, get a degree and be on his really found himself.
way to other things, he said.
Dean said he still receives the
Because Dean was new his alumni bulletin from The College
sophomore year at Wooster after his only connection since he hasn't
transferring from Colgate he kept .in contact with any
ended up living in Kenarden Lodge professors or classmates. The
with the captain of the footbaH bulletin has doubtlessly made him
team. He did, however, manage to aware of at least the nhvrsical
avoid campus food and claims he changes that have happened on
never ate in the school cafeteria campus since he was a student
once.
here - a new student union, a new
Dean's roommate" introduced library, a new chapel, and no
him to a few of the foot ball players, Hoover Hall, a dorm which was
who were members . of fifth located in the field between our
That's where Dean library and the . brick path to
section.
- usually hung out while he was on Kauke.
'
campus but he never did join the
Dean said he didn't feel "funny"
section he wasn't around enough or apprehensive about returning
During his senior year. Dean, to Wooster - why should he? But
hoping to escape campus living as the car delivering him to The
altogether, lived above a garage on Joliege I nursoay nigni gjioea pasi
Palmer Street near the golf course Buckeye shopping center and into
the little haven called the campus
of the College of wooster, Uean
been 20
said, "You know,-- H's
years. I hadn't really thought about
A gay rights code foostudents it. A fast 20 years. I guess if I do feel
was rejected by the U. of Maryland anything about coming back to
president. The provision, which Wooster it's that 1 am a whole lot
?
;
prohibited discrimination against older.",
The car stopped in front of
homosexuals on campus. was
proposed as an addition to the UM Lowry Center where Dean would
human relations code and oat Ainn&r uiitK a' foui cindonte and
therefore needed the president's faculty members? After dinner, he
approval. JohhS. Toll ruled, would give his talk in the chapel,
however, that since the state attend a rorpntirtn and drive hack
constitution does not protect to the airport that evening so he
homosexuality, the university is could catch the first plane out the
powerless to" do so. Gay rights next morning. He had to be back
activists accused Toll of giving iff in. his office at 1150 a.m.- - work
He was just
to antigay sentiment in the state was waiting for him.
legislature, and are threatening a passing through. - - .
e

Winner; Loser; Doesn't Have to Foot the Bill

with a friend who took pictures for
the football team. But even that
wasn't far enough from the
watchful eye.
administration's
,
Dean said.
"My roommate and I had a dog
at our apartment whiqh would just
go crazy if we left it inside all day
while we were at class. So we put
up a little wire fence around the
side of the house and let him stay

L-arran-

ged

.

111.

"

-

-

Gay Rights Code;
Rejected in MD.
.

s

lawsuit.

off-camp-
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Section H Major Broadens Options
the variety of ways in which this
major has been utilized. Currently
When other students ask me
there are biochemistry, mass
what my major is, I have found that
and 'communications,
media
this normally innocuous question
journalism,
modern language, and
has its special difficulties for me.
journalism
political
majors. The
'
Tm a ' political journalism
option
be
used
can
to explore
'"
major."
areas in which there are courses
, "A What?""
offered at the College, yet there is
"Political journalism. It's a
no set course study, or to combine
section H . major, interdepartareas of interest which seem to fit
mental, I designed it myself."
closely with one another. It is an
V
"Oh."
process, and sitting down
.exciting
person
"And the unfortunate .
catalogue. looking for
with
a
who happened to ask goes away
applicable courses is often like a
feeling as if simple questions are no objectives' of the proposed
longer--saffor the casual program? What courses will be treasure hunt." Coordination of
conversation, I find myself wishing included, - and What are your times and levels and requirements
such a treat, however,
that I had simply said political reasons for including them? How isn't quite
you have made your
once
and
propose
meet
other
you
to
do
science, or something, and we
you are, pretty much on
both go our ways feeling a bit requirements, language religion, choice,
etc.? Why can't, this course of your, own, without the combined
uncomfortable.
study be carried put through an expertise of a department.
Actually,' interdepartmental
The 'interdepartmental major
establishedmajor,
and what are
majors, or student designed
isn't
the only option for, an
your
plans
for
your
,
all
majors, aren't that odd. There's
Double, majors are
alternative..
It
thesis?"
study
a little note about them in all of
becoming
quite popular, as
also
try
might
tempting
and
seem
to
your catalogues, and although
combinations
majorminor
help
.are
you
there aren's many of us, five at the design a major that would
allows for
options
of
Each
these
- the
ofgef
some
around
to
moment; we currently outnumber
- or to take a very , flexibility and independence in
'
requirements,All
physics
cjunpus.
majors on
the
broad, dabbling, course study, but designing your college career.
"sophomores receive information
Keep these odd alternatives in
aren't likely to be accepted.
these
on this option before they declare
They can be very exciting,
mind.
through
go
Proposals
seldom
their majors, and all advisors are
in the actual course of study,
both
being
without
recommendations
aware ol the .existence of the"
these and in the designing and
made, and sometimes
option.
special
justification process and they also
refused.
proposals
The
are
' "But what are these strange
"
everyone.
for
make for'some pretty interesting
major
is
not
majors?" you continue to ask.
talk.
point
small
out
It
important
is
also
to
application -- for an
by Susan RekJ

inter depart mental jnajor begins by
explaining that' some people's
interests and needs may be better
met by a curriculum not offered by
The College of Wooster. The
interdepartmental major gives the
students the option of. putting
together their own course of study
to suit their own particular needs.
This process is not an easy one
Applications are reviewed by the
upper class committee, a group of
students and professors who ask
such questions as, "What are the
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speakers faded in and out,
6y Karen McCartney
our times of T.V., movies, repeating lines, emphasizing the
unique in their stories.
video, technicolor and
his
portraits
collects
.Green
words and sounds
often take a back seat to the from "the raw aspects of American
impact of visual images. Jim fife such as carnival midways and
Green's audio art excludes the barrooms". He turned a talent for
visual and leaves the listener with meeting people and fistening into a
vivid aural images.
skill. As he said. "My diversions
On Tuesday night at eight, a became the source for my work,"
collection of Green's works, And so when he finds a unique
entitled "Audio Portraits", was character," he adds, their
presented in the Severance performance to his collect ion. "I .
collect "sfices of fife with a tape
Studios. "Listening is an important
part of my artwork," Green said as recorder the way a photographer '
he introduced - the show. The takes pictures;" says Green. ?
audience, facing two speakers and r'. Somehow the1Mces met' seem
a wall of the gallery, was soon uniquely American: the
"Barracuda - KkT . who is : a
absorbed-the sound
1

glossy-magazine-

--

Contemporary Greek Life Examined
on Contemporary 'Greek Life
given t by the campus - Greek
community. ; The topics covered
were Greek, politics, history, and
music. The first speaker was
'.

.

George ... Papageorgiou.'

who-covere-

had established an identity.
Greece was ready to fight for her
independence from occupation
and unwanted kings. He cited
several revolutions the .Greeks
went through to achieve their ;
independence, and how they are
maintaining it

d

today..

The last speaker. Sotiris
Daoutis. covered the topic of
modern Greek music. Greek
songs are strongly associated with

the - topic of Greek
politics. He explained that most
Greeks ;. are "political..; soothsayers", that they aB like to try and political movements. The
predict which party or leader will Revolution of 1821. for example,
win an election. There is little was the beginning of revolutionary
evidence of political apathy in Greek music Most of the songs in
Greece the citizens are involved this period were against the
Turkish occupation of Greece,
with their government,,
,t
The milftary has always played a and the 'main instruments, that
major, role in Greek politic- s- were used were the clarinet, the
perhaps because there have been fiddle, and various percussion
instruments.
so many invasions and
usurpations. The major part of this ,.- The revolutionary songs
after the revolution
lecture Jay with Greece's relations endured-bu- t
with Turkey, and especially the
problem with Cypress. Greece
had been a member of NATO
"
since its beginning, . but when
.' ' cont' from p. 4
.Turkey invaded Cypress Greece Reagan promises to do. his best
withdrew its membership as - a one student yells out that "it means
protest of the permanence of the hell doThis best to draft college
Turkish, occupation, and has not students and start a war." There is
been a member since 1974. The laughter throughout the room. .
Greeks feel that. the Turks are ." Now ""the" election Is" history.
exploiting Cypress resources, Carter is out. doomed to two
especially the .control of the months, of lame-duc- k
rule. Liberal
Aegean. Sea, , whose beds are
. Senators
Church.
Democratic
petroleum ridu '
Bayh. and McGovern have been
The . second speaker was defeated. 'This is not simply an
Themis Tsiliopoulos. who covered
backlash, but a manGreek history beginningjwith the date for ' Reagan ' and " the
events in 1453 to the present. He conservatives." v. .".. v , i
; traced the political and cultural
.. Some students are worried. One
development s, citing various woman in Lowry teds her friend that
invasions of Greece, and how she is considering a move, to.
these- - invasions affected Greek Australia Another says she "just
culture. By the vend 1 of - the can't believe what is happening to
Byzantine Empire, Greece
country." A freshman in the
consisted of Jews, 'Slavs1. this
complains Tie doesn't want
library
and Greeks-K-eacAlbanians.
war. and he thinks Reagan
go
to
to
nationality was absorbed into the
'
is trigger-happproducing
a
Empire,
Ottoman
;
"to
seem
be
But
kalekioscobe effect on the culture.
students, alMany
exceptions.
national
Striving, to achieve a
pleased with the
identity gave a rise to Hellenism, though not '
choice,
giving Reagan a
are
an attempt to recapture the begrudging chance. They say he
culture of a true Greece. Once it
.

--
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had . ended. ' other - topics were
used, mainly weddings, funerals,
and other public festivities. When
refugees from Asia went to Greece
in 1922. a lot of underground
music- - appeared: the songs were
rebellious, covering the topics of
love (with slang words), hashish;
and other social problems. This
type of music was played in bars
neighborhoods.
and lower-clasIn the 1960s there was a new
wave of musical intellectuals who
were tired of the old songs, whose
words by that time had lost aB
significance. A Tock movement
evolved, with groups trying to
imitate the Beatles and the Rolling
Stones. In the 1970s,, Greek bands
started to experiment and develop,
did not want
their own sound-th- ey
to be mete copies of other rock
groups. The sound that evolved is
rock heavily inundated with jazz, a
truly unique sound. vt'--'-.- :

.
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merry-go-roun- d

cotton candy!.." " ""
The audience laughed, smiled,
iwinced,
and found itself entangled
in experiencing stories without
pictures. The voices of the
'
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'f eels the aural
information' we receive is more
Green
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SERVICE
TAKES YOU
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Offices Throughout The
Community To Serve
Your Banking Needs
CSUZER: FDIC

;

important than the visual. "It's like
when we're fittle kids and start off
with picture books." he,- - says.."
"First there are no words but as we '
grow up there are more and more
words and less pictures. Finally
there are just words. I hope that's
what my work does, conveys an '
experience , through - the words
alone without the pictures." f

TRAVEL
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h
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throwback to the fifties, the guy who
is called to make love to his "soul
mates" for the rest of his life, and
the black cheerleaders chanting
and .singing far- victory at a'
I
basketball game.

Vo Wclcomo Student Accouhh

,

wcniD-iTi- c:

--
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The images received included
purring, voices, music, clapping,
and stamping. In the longest piece,
entitled "The Carnival," a cascade
of noise enveloped the listeners.
Bells clanged, machinery ground
voices screamed, .shouted and
laughed. If 1 closed my eyes I could
feel myself on the
with the creak of the' wooden
horse and music of the calliope in
my ears. I could feel the crowd,
smell the "popcorn, and taste the

;
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Carter.
can't be much worse
'It wasn't the greatest way to go
through" my first election as a
r
in
voter," says one
Lowry. "but maybe old Ronald can
'
turn things around."

s,

--

s

The Five Year Planthan

.

In

The

by Lauren Smith
Hellenic week drew to a close
last week, ending with speeches

--

"Audio Portraits" Stresses Lost Art
Of Listening in Era of Visual Images

.

.

das--

DARTH VADER struck again on Halloween Eve, cleverly
guising himself as Greg KezeL Photo by Rodger PelagaCL.'
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Lewis House Serves as Switchboard
For Environment, Ecology Explorers
by Diarma Troyer
What happens when a junior
and nine sophomore men who
love the outdoors live together?
They cover their room walk with
posters ' of rivers, waterfalls and
mountain slopes. But they do
more. The men of Lewis House
extend their love of nature beyond
room decor to the Wooster
community and campus community Jhrough the Environmental
Action Program.
"We're a sort of giant switchboard programming activities for
the Ecology Club and a local post
of the Explorers' Club that
this fall," explained Jim
Willard, house spokesman.
Recovering from the latest service project, Mike Miller lounged
on a couch that was covered with a
rug with the slogan "Almost
Heaven, Wild and Wonderful West
Virginia' on it. On Sunday about
15 men had shoveled ten dump
truck loads of cedar wood chips on
the trails of Spangler (Park. "Since
Spangler is the only area park
allowing horseback riding, the trails
deteriorate quickly, and the chips
curtail erosion,' Willard explained.
The men's muscles may ache a
few days, but compliments from
park hikers and the beauty of the
woods make their work worthwhile. "So. many people were
walking the trails Sunday, the
weather was beautiful,'' said .Ray
Donefick. a geology major. They
appreciated our work and told us tt
was great we were helping to
preserve the park."
Besides park preservation projects, "the men channel their
we-start-

cr4-

1-

-

4
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WEIGHTING IN AT 6 POUNDS, the newest member of the College Community, Sara Jean Stevens,
daughter of Bonnie and Dennis Stevens, was born Oct. 26. Photo by Rodger PelagaDL

Dance Show Depends on Hard Work
by Karen McCartney

their Nov. 14 show. Last Monday
was an exciting rehearsal for the
members because it was the first
time they all saw each of the seven

up
turn
down look and No! Let's take that
again from the top. Look at the
audience, that's right, 12
"1--

2

3-4-5-6--

2-3- -4

7-8

dances to be presented.
N
An old stereo perches on the
edge of the brightly fit McGaw
stage. Tangled in its wires is a tape
recorder which shares the task of
pumping the music, the beat, the
lifeblood into dances. Pandemonium reigns on stage as the
company warms up. Floating,
twisting, tapping, stretching,
leaping, they react to a shifting
partem of melody. '
Director Barb Brown calls the
company to order to take care of
business such as costumes,
attendance, and a name for the
show. The dancers settle on the
floor Eke a flock of birds coming
not quite to rest. One bends her
forehead to her knee. Another
extends a foot above her head.
Keep those muscles warm! Knees
drawn up, a dancer shifts

3-4-5-6--

78."

Sound Eke the opening of A
Chorus Lipe? No, it is a rehearsal
of the College of Wooster Dance
Company, preparing for "Spirit,"

Flair Travel

Consultants
346 E BOWMAN ST.
For Your Convenience
Just off the College Campus
Book Now For
Thanksgiving and

Christmas

CALL

restlessly, controlling with
difficulty the vitality that

264-65- 05

--

Registered Ohio Travel Agent

characterizes her performance.
The women are released as the
music recommences. They work

TA0305

together on . combinations and
their styles clash and mingle.
Three people leap across the floor,
ballet, jazz, modern. The dancers
sport all manner of dress: leotards,
sneakers, tights, sweaters, baOet
slippers, sweatshirts, bare feet,
shorts, anything.

The - variety seems
untl they begin

g

over-whebnin-

e

then-separat-

pieces, and the styles,

sizes, dress and moods converge
into movement that makes sense.
Suddenly their faces come alive. A
smile, a remembered move,

concentration, frustration, "What
did we do here,' watch your'
neighbor, feel the music, count
We have a long way to
go, but we can do it.

ed

-7-8.

New York, NY (CPS)
union organizer is right, not many
of the students who participated in
the boycott of JP. Stevens. Inc.,
products thought the effort would
actually force the, giant textile
manufacturer to allow a union in
its factories.
But now, a week after the huge
firm signed its first labor contract
with the Amalgamated Clothing
and Textile Workers Union, union
officials point to the student effort

Student Strikes
Haft Money B3

A student strike at seven New
Jersey campuses achieved its
announced goal of stopping a bill
money raised
to
through a $2 per credit tuition
increase at state schools. The
money was originally raised to pay as an important part of the
for increased fuel costs. Ebrary struggle over, workers rights,
was perhaps the most
expansions and building which
era.
maintenance at state schools. A significant of the post-wa- r
They (the students) were
bill introduced in the state
legislature would have appro- exceedingly helpful,' says Paul
priated the funds to a student Minkoff, the union's, campus
financial aid program that would coordinator. They were a big part'
benefit all segments of higher of the broad coalition which fought
education, including students the corporate world."
and
The major parts of the
attending private,
settlement include recognition of
county colleges.
unions at ten JP. Stevens plants.
.

ate

17-ye- ar
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Willard,

who is a

Ex-

long-nin-e

plorer enthusiast.
The men's knack for organizing
new clubs touches the campus as '
well as the Wooster community.
Last spring they proposed and
received a charter for the Ecology
Qub. Membership fluctuates between 15 to 30 students and their
latest project was cleaning up the
litter in Spangler park.
You1
appreciate the beauty of a stream
after you've picked pop cans from
it and you hold on to a can until
you find a trash barrel before
pitching ft," WiBard said.
Plugging into the switchboard of
the Environmental Action Programming board releases energies
directed at preserving and appre
ciating the environment

-

70 or so other factories if the
unions win labor elections there.
The company also agreed to an 8J
percenTpay hake for its workers at
its Roanoke Rapids. N.C. facXty,
and retroactive payments of $3
mSSon, or about $1000 per
worker.
Even more significantly, the
settlement is expected to have
profound effects elsewhere. For
years, JP. Stevens was regarded
n
as the most powerful
business in tr South, a region wefl
known for its general hostility to
collective lar gaining by workers.
With this union victory, organizers
anti-unio-

believe

Jess-determin-

com- - "

ed

panies may agree to
bargaining.

JP.

collective

resistance to

Stevens

unionization was epic, and dad not
begin to waver until 1976. when

the Textile Workers

Union-merg-

-- .

with the Amalgamated
Clotting Union.

2-7886

One of the new organization's
first efforts was to get students
involved in

the

struggle.-Minkof- f

was one of the first to bring the
boycort-whi- ch
had somewhat
unsuccessfully Bmped along since
1965-t-

o

the campuses.

CITY NEWS
NEWSPAPERS

Bmlimi"

Typewriter Rentals
and Repairs

:
:

Most Brands

I.B.M.

at

2522 Cleveland Rd.

At

J

a

i

SUOKERS SUPPLIES
GREETING CARDS
FRESH ROASTED NUTS
GAG GIFTS

Open 7 Days - .
6:30 A.M. - 10 P.M.
--

345-74- 05

AAjSStt
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MAGAZINES
PAPERBACKS

MINI DRUG LINE

JB Typewriter Service

GRADUATION DATE

VJ

-26-

CT

-

AOORESS.
CITY,

TN 37103
322--1

acquaints high school students to
careers of a special interest The
new post has about 12 members
and meets twice a month. "To
teach members about the environment and careers dealing with the
environment, we may plan a trip to
the forests in southern Ohio to talk
with a ranger or park director, said

.

Ofiiea ol

jO

which

organization

affiliated

Student Boycotts Spur Urconizaiion in
Textile Producer
A Powerful Southern
as wefl as at any of the company's
If

2-3-4-5-6-

re-appropri-

energies into Wooster Community
Recycling, Inc. They sort and
smash bottles behind Severance
Stadium the second and fourth
Saturdays of each month from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. The glass is shipped
to ZanesviHe for further recycling
according to Willard. The community organisation also collects
newspapers and aluminum cans.
The men's energies seem to be
an unlimited resource. They organized a local post of the
"Explorer's Qub, a Boy Scout

Master Charge and Visa
135 S. Uarket . 2S2-5151

-

ed,
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PhotoPinion:
Leadership Positive?

Ronald

Reagan

has been

running for president for 12 years
and on Nov. 4, his dream finally
came true. Ronald Reagan is the
fortieth president of the United

States, with 469 electoral votes
and 50 percent of the popular vote.
What are the prospects for the
country's future under his
--

leadership?

Photos by Rodger Pelagalli, Interviews by Dianna Troyer
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Tim Kelly
"Reagan isn't the war monger
Carter portrayed him to be,
though, I didn't want to see either

Barb ReHahan
Tm very unhappy about the
election results. We need a more

M.J. Brown
Algia Clark
"How will the country be run
"Give the man a chance. The
with Reagan as president? He may Country won't go down hill. His
not be as bad a president as policies will depend on his staffs
everyone thinks hell be. Well just judgments and Congress as well as
his."
have to wait and see."

moderate,

.

presi-

open-minde- d

candidate win. Tm more pleased
about Carter losing than Reagan

dent. Reagan will 'probably

accomplish his policy goals with

winning."

the majority Republican
Congress.

Kevin Russell
"Reagan's foreign policy is like
Roosevelt's "big stick' policy, but
we donThave a big stick any more. '
He also can't increase military
spending, cut taxes and balance
the budget at the same time; It's,
impossible."

'

.

"
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Dave Shustar

don't think anything .of
Reagan. I voted for Anderson so
he could get his 5 percent and get
federal funding in the future, so
voters would have an alternative
to the two . party system
candidates."

Matthew Smith J
"Now the world situation is
more , perilous ' with Reagan as
president than it would be if Carter
was - president. I don't like his
policies and his impulsiveness,
talking before he thinks."

.

1 don't like Reagan being
end
president at all. I'm afraid-wel- l
up in international conflict. I have a
brother registered in the draft.
Reagan may get more respect
from foreign leaders than Carter
because he's so aggressive. I don't

like his policy of replacing welfare
spending
defense spending.
with ucicioc
t:l lull lj Willi
ofi tiu

Kate McClelland
"I'm unhappy that Reagan is our
next president, but the situation is
not as bad as it could be. He may
be forced to change his energy
policies and Congress will also
control what he can accomplish."

'?.
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recruitment

:

national advertising agency, play a
large role, he says. One ad. which
pictures: the 1980 U.S. Olympic
hockey team, focuses heavily on
the national pride aspect of joining
ROTC with the headline: "Three
..
cheers for USA!"
'. Those successfully completing'
the Army ROTC course enter the
service at the second lieutenant
level, sa'ys Busch. Presently, even
before the expected fall increase is
figured in. the college program
produces' more, than 70
of all

Other military branches have
experienced increases similar to
that of Army ROTC Navy ROTC
expects to . have about" 8,000
students involved nationally this
year. Air Force ROTC has 17,000
.'
.;.
enrolled.
Busch says no studies have been
done to find out why more college
students are joining Army ROTC.
which has units at 270 schools
across the country. Stepped up

on

-

a

.

Nationwide Draft Possible
Washington. D C. (CPS) - Jack
Watson, the White House Chief of
Staff, would not rule out , the
possibility of a nationwide draft if.
the present turrnpa in the Persian
Gulf . escalated into a , wider
"
conflict. '
I "I cant say unequivocally that a
draft would .be ' out'" of the.
question," Watson said in an
interview with College "Press
Service and several college
newspapers last week..
Watson's comments contradict
previous White House promises
within the
that a draft was
realm of realistic scenarios. Since
ffle president called for
registration in January,, his aides
have continually maintained that
registration is just a precautionary
--

.

--

"

.

--

--

;--

;

not-eve- n

move, and that the draft is not
even being considered.
.."We would want it to be a fair
;

.

and

-

equally-applie-

Watson says. "The last time the.
draft was instituted, the minorities
youth who did
and the
"not have the chance to get school
exemptions had to bear the brunt
of the war effort." ',
At the same time he hinted of
the possibility.of a draft, Watson
tried to shift the responsibility for'
starting it away- - from the
administration into Congress.'
"Remember, there would have
to be an act of Congress to
institute a draft." so a majority of
them would have to agree to our.
position," he said.
low-incom-

--

I

t

h He.

Ask a Peace Corns volunteer why he teaches business
marketing techniques to vegetable farmers In Costa
Rica. Ask a VISTA volunteer why;she organizes the
They'll
rural poor in Arkansas to set-u- p food
use
to
want
people,
help
want
to
probably say they
travel,
maybe
in
change,
involved
social
skills,
be
their
learn a new language or experience another culture.
co-op- s.

e

--

''

A

draft."

d'
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I
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Ask them:
--

.V
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-
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despite-scattere-

anti-registrati-

Cacy Wallace
,
"I don't approve of Reagan
winning the election. He probably
won't get along witrTtoreign
leaders because of his stand on the

ASCI THEM

.

ROTC Enrollment Reflects Patriotism

Events in Iran and Afghanistan
have generated a noticeable surge
in patriotism nationwide. They've
also focused more attention on
college campuses where,
protests,
enrollment in Reserve Officer
Training Corps programs is up."
Leaders of campus ROTC programs saythey've noticed more
patriotic feelings on the part of
ROTC recruits, although some also
admit the financial aid aspects of
college ROTC programs attract
students needing help to pay their
way through school
U.S. Army officials point out,
however, that ROTC enrollment
has been steadily increasing since it
in the.
bottomed out in 1973-7aftermath of the - Vietnam protest
era. That increase can be largely
attributed to. .greater recruitment
efforts, as well as changing attitudes, says Major Conrad Busch,
public information officer- of the
U.S. Army training and doctrine
campaign.
i
"We've beep gaining enrollment
all along." says Busch. who cites
figures which show "a steady
increase from 33220 in Army
to 63.667 in the
ROTC in 1973-7fall of 1979 80. "We won't have
the final enrollment figures for this
fall until December.. We expect
them to be up. but we can't really
say the increase will be dramatic"

mn

Nov. 20

Interviews at:
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Margaret McGuire
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Career Planning and Placement
1 - 800 - 521 -8686
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Scot Football Shuts Down ONU,
by Dave Bryan
The Fighting Scots of Wooster
with a
tipped their record to
win last Saturday over the Polar
Bears of Ohio Northern by a score
.
The Scots now have a
of
mark that
chance to break the
they have had for the past three
years under Coach Tom Hollmian.
The Muskies of Muskingum are
the last opponents to face the
Scots this year. The game will be
played at Muskingum, where the
Scots won 30-- last year.
The Scots won the toss and
elected to receive, but the kick
sailed into the endzone and was
put in play at the 20 yard line. Four
plays and first down later, Tom
Mobilia fumbled the ball and it was
recovered by ONU at the Wooster
35. The Polar Bears (aced a fourth
"and two at the Woo 27 and ran
seven yards for a first down. On
the tenth play of the drive,
Teuscher's pass was intercepted
in the endzone by Greg Potter, a
freshman, and was downed for .a
5-2--

1

10-0-

6-- 3

6

touchback.
The Scots then began a 22 play
drive that covered 80 yards and
had six first downs rushing and
one passing. Rich Leone went over
the top from the Northern two
yard line for the touchdown. Keith
Anna added the extfa point and
with 12:00 minutes remaining in
the second quarter, the Scots led
7-- 0.

--

10-T- J

Eight-Gam- e

TEAM STATISTICS

43-yar-

31
124

438
1915

173
1742
117

then-openin-

WOOSTER
WOOSTER
WOOSTER
WOOSTER
WOOSTER

'

55
20
45
28

SEASON'S SCORES
Oberlin
Mt. Union
Ohio Wesltyan
v

7
0

DEN1SON
WITTENBERG
CAPITAL

10

Ohio Northern

14

Wooster
Wooster
WOOSTER

Otterbein

N

9
13
Q

There are no regrets on my part
and 1 am proud of my career.
Joe Neroni: I had an enjoyable
career. I was in a ticklish situation

when I first arrived here. A friend
of mine was supposed to play here,
so I came along with him and
decided to play. He left after two
days and if it wasn't for football, I
don't think I would be here.
Chris Romano: When I came to
Wooster, I didn't know whether I
was going to play football or not.
But, I played varsity for four years
and as this last season grows close
to the end, I'm getting a little sad. I

met some great guys while playing
football.

Matt Call: When I think about
leaving, I think about the money,
school work, I.S., etc... I had high
expectations when I came and
think that I fulfilled most of those
expectations. As we, the team,
grew closer together, it was easier
to stay because of our closeness.
John Ferenchick: The time has
gone by too quickly. Scon the
clock will read 0:00 and it li be all
over. Wooster was definitely a
learning experience for me, both in
academics and in athletics.

J

.

.

8
83
372
1228

302
926
121

52
12

580
492
1507

8
21

Number Tunes Punted
Number Times Blocked

51

0
35.6
27
338
17

326
50
505
19
12

n

WOO
OPP

59
1

TOTAL PUNTING YARDS
PUNTING AVERAGE YARDS

1818

14

31

NET YARDS PASSING
Total Number Plays
TOTAL OFFENSIVE YARDAGE
Number of Interceptions
Net Yds. Int. Returned,

12

0
0
0
6

44

Passes Attempted
Passes Completed
Had Intercepted

55

g

Opp.

First Downs Rushing
First Downs Passing

53
8
' 788
555
2530

d

'

First Downs Penalty
TOTAL FIRST DOWNS
Attempts Rushing '
Yards Gained Rushing
Yards Lost Rushing
NET YARDS RUSHING

5

d

WooFB Seniors Speak About COW
by Dave Bryan
This is one of the final hurrahs
for thirteen seniors who played
their last home game at the
College of Wooster this previous
Saturday. Coach Hollman asked
me to talk with some of the seniors
to get their feelings about leaving
Wooster and playing possibly their
last football game ever, and this is
what they said:
Vince Cellini: I am happy with
everything that has gone on here
at Woo for me. Athletics have
treated me real well. I'm just glad I
had a chance to play for four years.

Woo.
88

Woo kicked oft, held on J Secor sacked the QB for an eight
defense, but Mark Griggs fumbled yard loss back to the 27 two plays
the Polar Bear punt and the Bears later. After an illegal procedure
recovered on the Scot 32. On the penalty moved the ball back to the
eighth play after the fumble, Scott Scot 32, Ingram attempted- - a 50
Ingram, the ONU kicker, fell short yard field goal and missed.
attempt. Wooster
Wooster had to punt again on
on a
took over on their own twenty and their second possession and the
moved down the field again, led by Polar Bears moved right down the
Greg Donatelli, Griggs and two field; on a 21 yard reverse, a fifteen
major penalties on ONU. On a yard pass, and two big penalties on
fourth and one at the Polar Bear Woo. Secor came up with another
20, quarterback Gregg Barney
sack and Ingram then missed a 33
muffed a pitch and lost five yards, yard attempt.
ONU got good field position to
giving the Bears the ball with :25
seconds remaining in the half. A start the fourth quarter as they
reverse to the Woo 32 began on the Scot 49. The Woo
yard line gave the impression that defense held on a fourth and one at
the Polar Bears still might score the 30 and took control only to
before the half, but Joe Neroni punt it away again. On the Bears
ended all hopes of that as he second play, Wooster recovered a
intercepted Teucsher's pass on fumble to set up a 34 yard field goal
by Keith Anna with 8:06 remaining
the next play.
in the quarter.
The Scots had to punt on
Both teams traded punts the
series of the second half,
and the Polar Bears go excellent remainder of the game, until Matt
field position at their own 41. Two Call recovered an ONU fumble
passes, one of 15 and one of 24 with about a minute left to
yards, moved the Bears to the preserve the victory.
Woo 24. But, defensive end Bob
38-yar-

The College of Wooster
Football Statistics - 1980

2094 35.5
28
255

Number Punts Returned
NET YDS. PUNTS RET.
Number Kickoffs Ret.
NET YDS. KICKOFFSRET.
Number Times Penalized
TOTAL YDS. PENALIZED
Number Times Fumbled
Number Own Fumbles Lost
FI JMRI F. RFTl JRN YARDS
SCORING BY QUARTERS
1
3
4
2
51
45
24
59
0
33
3
6

.

Rich Leone: I had many goals
going into my college career and I
feel that I accomplished many of
those goals. I have enjoyed playing
football in college and enjoyed my
association with the team at

Wooster. I guess that after 14
years, Fm ready to call it quits.
John Kewn: I kept playing for
those guys who stuck it out. I
guess it was a closeness that

developed despite other

commitments that might have
been made. Football has become a
routine way of life with me. I just
guess I haven't put too much
thought to the fact that next year I
.won't be playing.

Bruce Barrett: I wanted to see if
could cut it after spending three
years behind Blake Moore. I have
no regrets about my four years
I

'33
600
30
264
25
-7
36
TOTAL
179

-

.

42

because Coach Hollman was a fine
coach. That is the main reason I
stayed with it, even though I was
behind Blake.'

Dave Swift: Football

the closeness between the
coaches and players made it seem
all

worthwhile.

V

3 tD-

--

4

1

is

something I won't forget. Each
season went faster as I wanted to
hold onto more of them. I was very
glad to meet the people on the
team and hope they will be friends
for a long time.
Jim Stalk Football has been
quite worthwhile for rne in my four
years here at Wooster. It was an
avenue to meet people. I would
specifically like to thank Byron
Morris for his guidance and
instruction while I have been here,

M

8

Z
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LB; Bruce Barrett. C; Rich Leone, RB; Tun Jackson. WR.
1980 FIGHTING SCOT SENIORS: Chris Romano. WR; John Kews, WB; Jack WeiscnseH, OLB; Joe Neroni.
Second Row: Vince Cellini, TE; Dave Swift. DHB; Ed Wierzbicki, TE; Matt Call, LB; Jim StolL LB; John Ferenchick. DHB. Coach Tom Hollman.
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Fighting Scots Lose Tough
Match, OAC Championship
by Dauid Bryan
After 3 gruefing hours of vying
, for the OAC championship, after
three hours of good effort in' the
final game of the year, the fighting
Scots came out on the short end of
a very tough defeat to take.
to
the winners of the Southern
division. Ohio Wesleyan. The
teams went through, two full
halves, four overtime periods at
fifteen minutes each and finally
turned to penalty locks in sets of
five players from each team to
decide fhe winner.
Being the visitors.' Ohio Wesleyan optioned to shoot first and
made their shot But so did Woo.
An OWU miss was followed by a
good kick for COW. The third men
just reversed that previous set.
Both teams made their fourth
shots, and when OWU made their
fifth shot and Woos missed jts last
attempt, it was all over.
This was definitely a well
played game by both teams,"
commented Head Coach Bob Nye
as I talked with, him on Monday.
""The field was in excellent condition and the weather couldn't have
1--

-

-

Ohio-Wesleya-

G
8
7
8

TC
73
82
51

Barney, Gregg 8
KehLRob
2
Donateffi, Greg 5
Storm, Paul
3
Acuna, Dave
3
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Romano, Chris " 8
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1

16
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PASSING
NAME
'

Wright, Ron
MuscateDo, BO
Leone. Rich

AVE.
NET C
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4.4
479
6.6
68.4
251
2.8
3U
98
1.9
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70 35.0 s 35.0
2.6- 47
9.4
10
2.0
25
10
2.0
33
4.5
- 92 ' 3.0
0.3
2.0
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9
7

"
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0
2
0
3
0

-

0
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Mobilia, Tom
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2
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1
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YDS
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22

AVE.

0

25.9
22.0

0
0
0

12
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TD
0

'25

2

Wierzbicki, Ed

Leone. Rich
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SERVICES
ABORTION: : Akron Women's
Clinic offers . safe, personalized
and confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks. Birth Control

;
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2

AVE.

1
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5.0
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0
0
0

TRANSPOXIT

Travel Almost

PTS
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CaCfbnua, Texas, Florida
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0
0
0
0

y

Arizona:
Other Stales

18

6
6

Can

4

1-449-

-5751

low-inco-me

non-prof- it

Ji

Clinic. Lowest Fees. ADC

.

accepted. 513 West Market St.
CaB tofl free

1400-362-915-

0.

Ask a Peace Corps volunteer why b work as a hospital
chnician.in Botswana, Africa. Ask a VISTA volunteer
. why be works in Minnesota ilrnng
senior '
pharmacy. They'll probably aay
citixens start a
tney want to help people, want to use their skills, travel,
maybe learaariewUiiguageaiUvemarmthercuIture.
Ask
'
.'
them:',:

.

v;
.

Jackson,' Tan v
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alcohol, and college officials say
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problems with alcohol control.
Despite a campus ban on Equor
consumphon,
many of those
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NO.
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Jim
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a blues and
jazz festival at Grand Valley State
College because of serious
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KICKOFF RETURNS
NAME
Jackson, Tim
Griggs, Mark
Mobilia, Tom

Neroni, Joe
McCauley, Jim

:

'

,

--

10
10

YDS

--

1

RETURNS

Griggs, Mark

5

:

Wright, Ron
-- PUNT

;

2

-

llinL
J-Ce-

Leone, Rich

79.
- 00
0
"

V

"9

'
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PASS RECEIVING
NAME
:;
Jackson, Tim
Romano, Chris ,
'
Vince
1

232

io

Qtns

Romano.

:

10

Acuna, Dave
. Workman. Rich

i

0
0

v
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47

KehLRob

v

4

9

;

I-'"-:

479
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Griggs, Mark

0
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.

.--

98- -

:

1

Photo by John Crozier.

TOTAL
779
575
479
251
228
70
70
47

PASS

RUSH
779

Leone. Rich
Barney, Gregg

X ,4 '

.

"

0

ft
7

Potter, Greg
Fortner, Dale

YDS AVEPTD
477 13.6
4
0
232 17.8
79 15.8 0
0 0.0 0

PCT.

TOTAL OFFENSE
NAME

0

INTERCEPTIONS
NAME

-

19
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ATT CMP INT
35
74
5
13
0
29
13
5 2
1
1
0

Barney, Gregg

-

t

-

V.

.

'

9
:""2

'

.

Wright, Ron
Muscatello. BJ

5
5
3
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'-

:
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49
10
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18

,

7-1- 0

174

2
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."

0

'J

-
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3

GAIN
788
498
258

177

--
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about five, because the defenses of
both teams forced some bad
shots." There were 10 fouls on
each team and Wooster was
offsides twice to only once by Ohio
Wesleyan.
came into- the
game ranked eighth in nation
among the Division lH soccer
teams. They had a record of 14-but didn't play a very hard
schedule. Meanwhile, the Scots
versus a much
record was
tougher schedule, playing some
Division P schools during the
course of the season. The. tough j I
ness of Wooster's schedule should
be taken into account when you
look at the records in comparison.
The Scots were a very good
soccer team this year, even though
they didn't . go as far as they had
planned. .Congratulations, Woo
soccer!
'

--

.

only numbered

opportunities

0.

"

RUSHING
NAME
Leone, Rich
Griggs, Mark
Mobilia, Tom

"

been better. Both teams had equal
scoring opportunities, as evidenced
by the close number of shots. But
the number of good scoring

ni:

Interviews at:
Wanted: Responsible party to take
over tow monthly payments on
spinet piano. Can be seen locally.
Write credit manaoer: P.O. Box
537, Shelbyville. Ind. 46176.

'

"

'Nov. 20

'
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'
.'

.
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OAC Comments, Notes, and Quotes
HoDman Looks for Win Over Muskies
Cleveland, Ohio - The time is
set. the date is set and
is set for the Ohio Athletic
Baldwin-Wallac-

e

Conference Championship

Game; all that remains is for a
winner to emerge from the Blue
Division in this, the final week of
regular season play in the OAC.
BaldwinWaDace clinched the
Red Division crown in last week's
action, topping Mount Union
and will host the November 15
Champiop contest. Kick-of- f
is
slated for 1:30 p.m. Opposing the
Ye low Jackets will be either
Wittenberg or Capital.
and
and
The Tigers,
Crusaders, 1 and , square off
this Saturday in Columbus.
Wittenberg, winner of seven
consecutive OAC divisional titles,
with a
can make it eight
win or a tie. The Crusaders, who
have never won a divisional or
overall OAC football title, must
defeat the Tigers to claim the Blue
championship.
Wittenberg leads the all time
series between the two clubs by a
wide 19-- margin. The Tigers and
Crusaders last met on the gridiron
in 1979 with Wittenberg coming
out on top,
This year's contest doesn't
affair.
figure to be a
Capital's defense rates third in the
OAC, Wittenberg four. Both
teams are particularly tough
against the run, with Capital
ranked second and Wittenberg
sixth.
And run Capital is likely to do.
20-13-

,

7-- 1.

5-- 0

6-2-

4--

in-a-ro-

w

2

30-2-

1.

high-scorin-

g

The Crusader's quarterback,
Greg Rosser ( Crooks ville) isn't
among the league's passing
leaders, but does rank ninth in
rushing, averaging 70 yards a
game. Capital attempts an average
of only ten passes per game.
Wittenberg, on the other hand,
runs a more balanced offense, led
by quarterback Kir by Thompson
(Goshen, IncL). Thompson is the
top rated passer in the OAC and
has guided the Tigers to a number
one total offense rating in the
conference.
The Tigers are
. averaging 360 yards a game.
Another key performer could be
Capital's
placekkker, Manny
.

8

Side). The
booter has already
kicked ten field goals this year, one
shy of the conference single
season record of 11 set by
Muskingum's Vem Albery in 1966.
Baldwin-Wallacwill prepare
(Shady

Matsakis

Crusader

e

itself for its fourth championship

match in five years 8y hosting
Buffalo in a
match. The Yellow Jackets will be
trying to complete a perfect . 9-ce

non-conferen-

0

season- .Two games will round out Red
Division action for the 1980
season. Otterbein, 1 3 and
and 3-- while
isits Heidelberg,
and
Mount Union,
and
An
entertains Kenyon,
Otterbein win will give .the
Cardinals their second straight
a
winning season as they were
year ago. The Student Princes
can't have a winning season, but
can do something they haven't
done since 1974, that is win four
games. The 1974 Heidelberg team
A Heidelberg win would
was
also give the Tiffin team three
straight wins.
The Blue Division season winds
at
up with Denison, 2:2-- and
and
Ohio Northern, 3 2 and
at
Wooster, 2
and
Muskingum,
The Big
and
Red, Polar Bears and Fighting
Scots are all jockeying for their
final positions in the 1980 Blue
Division standings.
games find
Oberlin,
at home against
President's Athletic Conference
Bethany and Ohio Wesley an,
and 2 6, at Marietta,
and
a battle between Blue and Red

. .

4-- 4,

2-- 2

5,

4-- 4,

3-- 1.

1--

3-- 5.

3

6-- 3

would only be one. The losses this
year have been by narrow
against Denison,
margins- - (13-112 17 against Wittenberg)
Safety Bill RedneDa has been
the key to the Muskie defense with
nine interceptions, only one short
of the OAC record. Quarterback
Pat McNicol has started every
game as a freshman and has
thrown for 686 yards and two
touchdowns. Dave Carlos has
been McNicoTs leading receiver.
The sophomore split end has
grabbed 15 passes for 319 yards,
two of those in the end zone.
The Muskies were set back with
the loss of Ron Colby who as a
tailback averaged 5.3 yds. a carry.
He had- - 150 yards against
Wittenberg before he was injured
in the Capital game the following
week. Colby took with him
Muskingum's ability to get outside
and execute an effective running
attack. In essence, he took away
-

--

4-- 5.

the speed.
To add ' insult to injury the

Muskies have had trouble holding
onto the ball and have given up
seven fumbles in the last two
games.
FOR WOOSTER TO WIN:,
With Wooster's fourth shutout of
the season against Ohio Northern,
it is obvious Wooster's concerns

-

are hot from a defensive

standpoint. The win 4s going to
depend on the offensive output,"
--

drive in
said HoDman. Ah
22 plays put the first score on the
board early in the first quarter
Saturday but the Scots only other
score was a field goal in the fourth
quarter. "And consistency is also
80-yar- d

important,' continued HoHman.
Turnovers have also been a
problem for the Scots. Against
Denison Wooster lost six and
against Wittenberg, seven, which
prompted HoDman to comment
on just who is beating whortu.
"We're our own "worst enemy at
times on the field." THE KEY: "What we do
ourselves in terms of offense will

the key." said HoHman. Ah
early score will also fuel the Scots'
attack, HoHman contends.
.
Mark Griggs saw limited action

"be
'

'

.

--

on Saturday and is still hampered
by a sore ankle. The freshman is'
averaging 6.6 yards a carry and is a
catalyst in the Scots' ground
game. With only 28 yards passing
last week, the focus has been on

--

..
rusning.
INJURY REPORT: Defensive

end Bill Clifton and his
replacement Jeff Golini are the
Anki

s-r-

cis-flirvAs-

kte

4A

-f

I- -f

game of the season. Clifton had .
knee surgery Friday for an injury
suffered aoairust ("lanital

''.
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teams.
Coach HoHman is looking to
make history this week. A win
against Muskingum will mark the
third consecutive year Wooster

Division

has downed
Muskies. ..a

Scots.

"

$1600

.
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'

color! Orion acrylic and
orlon blends. Washable,
easy care. Junior sizes

S"M''"

1-- 5

1--

i

I

ce

1-- 7,

These are the kind of
.sweaters that you'll want
to buy in every style and

. $4500

C&Ss
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the Fighting

precedent for the

Muskingum has a tradition of
a strong team. With the
first kickoff the Muskies were
plagued by injuries that sidelined
nine of their original 22 starters.
There are six freshmen starting on
the defense where usually there
fielding

Wooster Field Hockey Loses to OSU,
Wittenberg, Beats Cleveland Club
On October 29, the Fighting
.Scots challenged the Ohio State
Bucs in exciting field hockey
action. Ohio State was seeded
number one for Division I
competition in state tournament
action.
Wooster and Ohio State were
through most of the game,
tied
until Ohio State drilled in the
winning goal late in the game.
The College of Wooster's
women's field hockey record
for the season.
stands at
The junior varsity hockey team
encountered the J.V. Ohio State
Bucs and lost 3 0. The game was
called with 10:43 remaining.
1--

1

7-- 7

Wooster played well together,
being tough and more aggressive
near the goal cage than in previous
games.
In state tournament action.
Oberlin beat Lake Erie College,

and Wooster defeated the

action.
Yeomen in quarter-fina- l
Early Friday morning. Wooster
confronted Kenyon. The Fighting
l
Scot ties lost in this
after having completed
match,
one seven and a half minute
overtime period. Senior Mary
semi-fina-

2-- 1.

.

Vlahos

played

a

very

fine,

consistent game.

In consolation action, Wooster
met the Wittenberg Tigers. After
two overtime periods and the flick-ofWooster finished on top,
During the regular season,
before the home crowd, Wooster
was defeated by Wittenberg,
They lost after two overtime
periods and the fliek-pfKenyon met Denison in the final
' game, and was beaten
This

'

f.

5-- 4.

3-- 2.

I

'

'

L

1--

0.

:
was Division III play. In Division I action, Miami U
upset number ope seeded Ohio.

'' " .
State.
On November 2, the varsity and
junior varsity squads .mixed to
meet Cleveland Club. Wooster
won 10, with the goal scored by
Bobbie Coluni.

Wooster is sorry to lose seniors
Meg Bode and Mary Vlahos. BEALL AVE.
ECON-O-WAS-
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